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1 Introduction
The high precision of the experimental measurements at the LHC calls for an evaluation
of the jet, heavy-quark, vector-boson and Higgs-boson production rates at hadron colliders
which is at least as precise. In recent years, we have witnessed fast progress in the evaluation
of the production rates mentioned above, in association with many jets, at next-to-leading
order (NLO) accuracy in the strong coupling constant αs. That rested upon efficient
methods to compute one-loop amplitudes with many legs, and upon subtraction algorithms
to evaluate QCD cross sections at NLO at the partonic level [1–5], or at the hadronic
level, through interfaces, like MC@NLO [6] or POWHEG [7–9] with parton-shower event
generators. Such algorithms are based on the universality — i.e., on the independence from
a specific scattering process — of the infrared emissions.
Lately, the evaluation of production rates at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO)
accuracy has received a lot of attention. Fully differential cross sections for vector-boson [10,
11], Higgs-boson [12, 13], diphoton [14] and Higgs–vector-boson [15] production have been
evaluated, and the computation of the NNLO corrections to top-pair production is well
under way [16–18]. Much work has gone into the lay-out of a general subtraction algorithm
to compute cross sections at NNLO accuracy [5, 19–37]. The antenna scheme [21] has
yielded the evaluation of total rates [38–41] and event shapes [42–46] in electron-positron
annihilation, leading to precise determinations of the strong coupling [47–50].
No subtraction algorithm to compute cross sections at hadron colliders at NNLO ac-
curacy, though, has been devised yet. In order to do that, one must define subtraction
terms that properly regularise the real-emission phase-space integrals and then one must
combine the integrated form of those counterterms with the virtual contributions, so as to
cancel the infrared divergences of the loop amplitudes, in such a way that the cancellation
of both the kinematic singularities in the real-emission pieces and the explicit ǫ-poles in
the virtual pieces be local. This implies that the subtraction terms and the real-emission
contributions must tend to the same value in all kinematic limits where the latter diverge,
and that the cancellation of explicit ǫ-poles between the integrated subtraction terms and
the virtual contributions must take place point-wise in phase space. In particular, that im-
plies that it is possible to write the integrated counterterms in such a way that they can be
explicitly combined with virtual contributions, before phase-space integration. Practically,
the locality of the subtraction scheme is also important to ensure good numerical efficiency
of the algorithm. In broad outline, we remind how this occurs at NLO. After fixing the
leading-order m-jet cross section as the integral of the fully differential Born cross section
dσBm of m final-state patrons over the available m-parton phase space defined by the jet
function Jm,
σLO =
∫
m
dσBmJm , (1.1)
the NLO correction,
σNLO =
∫
m+1
dσRm+1Jm+1 +
∫
m
dσVmJm , (1.2)
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can be rewritten as a sum of finite integrals,
σNLO =
∫
m+1
dσNLOm+1 +
∫
m
dσNLOm , (1.3)
where each of the two terms on the right-hand side,
dσNLOm+1 =
[
dσRm+1Jm+1 − dσR,A1m+1Jm
]
ǫ=0
, (1.4)
dσNLOm =
[(
dσVm +
∫
1
dσ
R,A1
m+1
)
Jm
]
ǫ=0
, (1.5)
is integrable in four dimensions by construction [1–5].
Likewise, we can write the NNLO correction to the cross section as a sum of three
contributions, the doubly unresolved, the one-loop singly unresolved, and the two-loop
doubly virtual terms,
σNNLO =
∫
m+2
dσRRm+2Jm+2 +
∫
m+1
dσRVm+1Jm+1 +
∫
m
dσVVm Jm , (1.6)
and rearrange it as follows,
σNNLO =
∫
m+2
dσNNLOm+2 +
∫
m+1
dσNNLOm+1 +
∫
m
dσNNLOm , (1.7)
where each of the three terms on the right-hand side,
dσNNLOm+2 =
{
dσRRm+2Jm+2 − dσRR,A2m+2 Jm −
[
dσ
RR,A1
m+2 Jm+1 − dσRR,A12m+2 Jm
]}
ǫ=0
, (1.8)
dσNNLOm+1 =
{[
dσRVm+1 +
∫
1
dσ
RR,A1
m+2
]
Jm+1 −
[
dσ
RV,A1
m+1 +
(∫
1
dσ
RR,A1
m+2
)
A1
]
Jm
}
ǫ=0
, (1.9)
dσNNLOm =
{
dσVVm +
∫
2
[
dσ
RR,A2
m+2 − dσRR,A12m+2
]
+
∫
1
[
dσ
RV,A1
m+1 +
( ∫
1
dσ
RR,A1
m+2
)
A1
]}
ǫ=0
Jm ,
(1.10)
is integrable in four dimensions by construction [20, 22, 23].
The counterterms which contribute to dσNNLOm+2 and to dσ
NNLO
m+1 were introduced in
Refs. [22] and [23], respectively. The integral of the real-virtual counterterms (the last
two terms of Eq. (1.10)) was performed in Refs. [25–27]. The integral of the iterated
singly unresolved counterterm (the third term of Eq. (1.10)) was performed in Ref. [31].
In this paper, we compute the integral of the collinear-type contributions to the doubly
unresolved counterterm (the second term of Eq. (1.10)). The soft-type contributions to the
same integral are presented in a companion paper [51].
2 Notation
In this paper, we use the notation introduced in Ref. [31], which we recall in this Section.
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2.1 Matrix elements
We consider processes with coloured particles (partons) in the final state, while the initial-
state particles are colourless (typically electron-positron annihilation into hadrons). Any
number of additional non-coloured final-state particles are allowed, too, but they will be
suppressed in the notation. Resolved partons in the final state are labeled with letters
chosen from the middle of the alphabet, i, j, k, l, . . . , while letters r, s denote unresolved
final-state partons.
We adopt the colour- and spin-state notation of Ref. [2]. In that notation the ampli-
tude |M〉 for a scattering process is an abstract vector in colour and spin space, and its
normalisation is fixed such that the squared amplitude summed over colours and spins is
|M|2 = 〈M||M〉 . (2.1)
In this paper we only need |M〉 in the Born approximation, denoted by |M(0)〉.
Using the colour-state notation, we define the two-parton colour-correlated squared
tree amplitudes as
|M(0)
(i,k)
|2 ≡ |M(0)|2 ⊗ T iT k ≡ 〈M(0)|T i ·T k |M(0)〉 (2.2)
and similarly the four-parton colour-correlated squared tree amplitudes,
|M(0)(i,k),(j,l)|2 ≡ |M(0)|2 ⊗ {T i ·T k,T j ·T l} ≡ 〈M(0)|{T i ·T k,T j ·T l}|M(0)〉 , (2.3)
where we also introduced the ⊗ product notation to indicate the insertion of colour
charge operators between 〈M(0)| and |M(0)〉. The colour-charge algebra for the product∑
n(T i)
n(T k)
n ≡ T i ·T k is:
T i ·T k = T k ·T i if i 6= k; T 2i = Cfi . (2.4)
Here Cfi is the quadratic Casimir operator in the representation of particle i and we have
Cq ≡ CF = TR(N2c −1)/Nc = (N2c −1)/(2Nc) in the fundamental and Cg ≡ CA = 2TRNc =
Nc in the adjoint representation, with TR = 1/2.
We also use squared colour charges with multiple indices, such as T 2ir ≡ Cfir and
T
2
irs ≡ Cfirs . In such cases the multiple index denotes a single parton with flavour obtained
using the flavour summation rules: odd/even number of quarks plus any number of gluons
gives a quark/gluon, or explicitly for the relevant cases at NNLO,
q + g = q , q + q¯ = g , g + g = g ,
q + g + g = q , q + q + q¯ = q , g + q + q¯ = g , g + g + g = g . (2.5)
2.2 Cross sections
In this paper we shall need to use only tree-level n-parton production cross sections, with
n = m, the Born cross section, and n = m + 2, the so-called doubly real correction. We
have
dσ(0)n ({p}) = N
∑
{n}
dφn({p}) 1
S{n}
|M(0)n ({p})|2 , (2.6)
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where N includes all QCD-independent factors and dφn({p}) is the d-dimensional phase
space for n outgoing particles with momenta {p} ≡ {p1, . . . , pn} and total incoming mo-
mentum Q,
dφn(p1, . . . , pn;Q) =
n∏
i=1
ddpi
(2π)d−1
δ+(p
2
i ) (2π)
dδ(d)
(
Q−
n∑
i=1
pi
)
. (2.7)
The symbol
∑
{n} denotes summation over different subprocesses and S{n} is the Bose
symmetry factor for identical particles in the final state. Then the Born cross section and
the doubly real correction are simply
dσBm({p}) ≡ dσ(0)m ({p}) and dσRRm+2({p}) ≡ dσ(0)m+2({p}) . (2.8)
The final result will also contain the phase-space factor due to the integral over the
(d− 3)-dimensional solid angle, which is included in the definition of the running coupling
in the MS renormalisation scheme1,
Sǫ =
∫
d(d−3)Ω
(2π)d−3
=
(4π)ǫ
Γ(1− ǫ) . (2.9)
2.3 Momentum mappings and phase-space factorisation
The subtraction terms are written in terms of the momenta obtained by the mappings of
Ref. [22],
{p}m+2 XRR−→ {p˜}(RR)m , (2.10)
where
XRR−→ may label a triple collinear, double collinear or soft collinear mapping2. In
particular, the soft collinear mapping is obtained by the iterated application of a basic
collinear mapping, followed by a basic soft mapping,
{p}m+2 Cir−→ {pˆ}(ir)m+1
Ssˆ−→ {p˜}(sˆ,ir)m , (2.11)
while the former two cases do not have such an iterated form. As the above notation sug-
gests, the final set ofm momenta are denoted by tildes, while hats indicate the intermediate
set of m + 1 momenta. In kinematic expressions where only the label of a momentum is
displayed (we shall discuss several examples below), the tilde is inherited by the label, and
we write for instance i˜ , i˜r and i˜rs , where the last two label single momenta. However,
since these mappings affect only the momenta, but not the colour and flavour (apart from
the flavour summation rules of Eq. (2.5)), we shall omit the tilde from flavour and colour
indices.
1In the MS renormalisation scheme as often employed in the literature, the definition of the running
coupling includes the factor Sǫ = (4π)
ǫe−ǫγE . In a computation at NLO accuracy, the two definitions lead
to the same expressions. At NNLO they lead to slightly different bookkeeping of the IR and UV poles at
intermediate steps of the computation, our definition leading to somewhat simpler expressions. Of course
the physical cross section does not depend on these details.
2Integration of the subtraction terms obtained with the double soft mapping are presented in the com-
panion paper [51].
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We also use labels such as (ir) to denote a single momentum that is simply the sum
of two momenta, pµ(ir) ≡ pµi + pµr .
The momentum mappings are chosen as to lead to an exact factorisation of the phase
space. For the triple collinear phase-space mapping, we have,
{p}m+2 Cirs−→ {p˜}(irs)m :
dφm+2({p}m+2;Q) = dφm({p˜}(irs)m , Q) [dp(irs)2;m (pr, ps, p˜ irs;Q)] , (2.12)
for the double collinear mapping,
{p}m+2
Cir;js−→ {p˜}(ir;js)m :
dφm+2({p}m+2;Q) = dφm({p˜}(ir;js)m , Q) [dp(ir;js)2;m (pr, ps, p˜ ir, p˜ js;Q)] , (2.13)
while for the iterated collinear and soft mapping appearing in Eq. (2.11),
{p}m+2 Cir−→ {pˆ}(ir)m+1
Ssˆ−→ {p˜}(sˆ,ir)m :
dφm+2({p}m+2;Q) = dφm({p˜}(sˆ,ir)m ) [dp(ir)1;m+1(pr, pˆir;Q)] [dp(sˆ)1;m(pˆs;Q)] . (2.14)
2.4 Kinematic variables
The following types of kinematic variables are used to write the doubly unresolved sub-
traction terms.
• Two-particle invariants, such as
sir = 2pi ·pr or siQ = 2pi ·Q . (2.15)
Two-particle invariants scaled with Q2 are denoted by yij = sij/Q
2.
• Momentum fractions zi,r for the splittings p˜ir → pi + pr and zi,rs for the splittings
p˜irs → pi + pr + ps,
zi,r =
yiQ
yiQ + yrQ
and zi,rs =
yiQ
yiQ + yrQ + ysQ
, (2.16)
with zi,r + zr,i = 1 and zi,rs+ zr,si+ zs,ir = 1 (zr,si and zs,ir are computed by obvious
permutations).
• We also use the eikonal factors,
Sjk(s) = 2sjk
sjssks
. (2.17)
As mentioned above, the sum of two momenta is often abbreviated with the two indices
in parentheses e.g., pµi + p
µ
r = p
µ
(ir), which is also used in other occurrences, such as
s(ir)k = sik + srk , S(ir)k(s) =
2(sik + srk)
(sis + srs)sks
. (2.18)
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Finally, we express the integrated subtraction terms as functions of the following (com-
binations of) invariants:
x
i˜
= y
i˜ Q
and Y
i˜ j˜ ,Q
=
y
i˜ j˜
y
i˜ Q
y
j˜ Q
. (2.19)
In the rest frame of Qµ, y
i˜ Q
= 2E˜i/Q is simply the scaled energy of parton i˜, while Y i˜ j˜ ,Q
is related to χij , the angle between momenta p˜
µ
i and p˜
µ
j , by cosχij = 1− 2Y i˜ j˜ ,Q.
3 Integrating the doubly unresolved approximate cross section
3.1 The integrated approximate cross section and insertion operator
The doubly unresolved approximate cross section times the jet function is defined as,
dσ
RR,A2
m+2 ⊙ Jm = N
∑
{m+2}
dφm+2({p}) 1
S{m+2}
A(0)2 |M(0)m+2(p)|2 ⊙ Jm(p) , (3.1)
where the ⊙ notation reminds us that the set of momenta entering Jm is different from
term to term,
A(0)2 |M(0)m+2(p)|2 ⊙ Jm(p) =∑
r
∑
s
{∑
i 6=r,s
[
1
6
C(0,0)irs ({p})Jm({p˜}(irs)m ) +
∑
j 6=i,r,s
1
8
C(0,0)ir;js ({p})Jm({p˜}(ir;js)m )
+
1
2
(
CS(0,0)ir;s ({p})− CirsCS(0,0)ir;s ({p}) −
∑
j 6=i,r,s
Cir;jsCS(0,0)ir;s ({p})
)
Jm({p˜}(sˆ,ir)m )
+
(
− CSir;sS(0,0)rs ({p}) −
1
2
CirsS(0,0)rs ({p}) + CirsCSir;sS(0,0)rs ({p})
+
∑
j 6=i,r,s
1
2
Cir;jsS(0,0)rs ({p})
)
Jm({p˜}(rs)m )
]
+
1
2
S(0,0)rs ({p})Jm({p˜}(rs)m )
}
.
(3.2)
All terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.2) are defined in Ref. [22].
Using that all momentum mappings lead to the exact factorisation of phase space,
dφm+2({p};Q) = dφm({p˜};Q)[dp2;m], and that the jet function Jm does not depend on
the variables of the factorised two-parton measure, [dp2;m], we can compute the integral of
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Eq. (3.2) over the two-parton factorised phase space independently of Jm,
∫
2
dσ
RR,A2
m+2 = N
∑
{m+2}
dφm({p˜}) 1
S{m+2}
[
αs
2π
Sǫ
(
µ2
Q2
)ǫ]2
×
∑
r
∑
s
{∑
i 6=r,s
[
1
6
[C
(0)
irs]fifrfs (T
2
irs)
2 +
∑
j 6=i,r,s
1
8
[C
(0)
ir;js]fifr ;fjfs T
2
ir T
2
js
+
1
2
( ∑
j 6=i,r,s
∑
k 6=j
[CS
(0),(j,k)
ir;s ]fifr T
2
ir T jT k − [CirsCS(0)ir;s]fifr (T 2ir)2
−
∑
j 6=i,r,s
[Cir;jsCS
(0)
ir;s]fifr T
2
ir T
2
j
)
− T 2ir
∑
j
∑
l 6=j
[CSir;sS
(0)
rs ]
(j,l)
T jT l
+
(
[CirsCSir;sS
(0)
rs ]−
1
2
[CirsS
(0)
rs ]frfs
)(
T
2
irs
)2
+
∑
j 6=i,r,s
1
2
[Cir;jsS
(0)
rs ]T
2
ir T
2
js
]
+
1
2
∑
i,k
(∑
j,l
[S(0)rs ]
(i,k)(j,l){T iT k,T jT l}+ [S(0)rs ](i,k)frfs CAT iT k
)}
⊗ |M(0)m ({p˜})|2 .
(3.3)
In order to make the integrated subtraction terms dimensionless in color space, we have
factored out quadratic Casimir operators in Eq. (3.3).
Eq. (3.3) is not yet in the form of an m-parton contribution times a factor. In order to
obtain such a form, we must still perform summation over unresolved flavours, rewriting the
symmetry factor of an m+ 2-parton configuration to the symmetry factor of an m-parton
configuration. The counting is performed as in the Appendix of Ref. [31]. As a result of
the summation over the unresolved flavours, we obtain functions — the flavour-summed
integrated counterterms — denoted by
(
X(0)
)(j,l)...
fi...
, which are specific sums of the non
flavour-summed integrated subtraction terms, [X(0)]
(j,l)...
fk...
. Schematically, we may write,
(
X(0)
)(j,l)...
fi...
=
∑
[X(0)]
(j,l)...
fk...
. (3.4)
The flavour indices on the left- and right-hand sides of this equation need not match:
the non flavour-summed functions on the right-hand side carry dependence on unresolved
flavours, while the flavour-summed functions on the left do not, by definition.
After summing over unobserved flavours, the integrated doubly unresolved approxi-
mate cross section can be written as,
∫
2
dσ
RR,A2
m+2 = dσ
B
m ⊗ I(0)2 ({p}m; ǫ) , (3.5)
where the insertion operator (in colour space) has three contributions according to the
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possible colour structures,
I
(0)
2 ({p}m; ǫ) =
[
αs
2π
Sǫ
(
µ2
Q2
)ǫ]2{∑
i
[
C
(0)
2,i T
2
i +
∑
j 6=i
C
(0)
2,ij T
2
j
]
T
2
i
+
∑
l
∑
j 6=l
[
S
(0),(j,l)
2 CA +
∑
i
CS
(0),(j,l)
2,i T
2
i
]
T jT l
+
∑
i,j,k,l
S
(0),(i,k)(j,l)
2 {T iT k,T jT l}
}
,
(3.6)
with T 2i = Cfi (Cq = CF, Cg = CA) as in Eq. (2.4).
In terms of flavour-summed integrated counterterms discussed above, the kinematic
functions of the insertion operator can be written as,
C
(0)
2,i =
(
C
(0)
irs
)
fi
−
(
CirsCS
(0)
ir;s
)
fi
−
(
CirsS
(0)
rs
)
fi
+
(
CirsCSir;sS
(0)
rs
)
fi
,
C
(0)
2,ij =
(
C
(0)
ir;js
)
fifj
−
(
Cir;jsCS
(0)
ir;s
)
fifj
+
(
Cir;jsS
(0)
rs
)
fifj
,
CS
(0),(j,l)
2,i =
(
CS
(0)
ir;s
)(j,l)
fi
−
(
CSir;sS
(0)
rs
)(j,l)
fi
,
S
(0),(j,l)
2 =
(
S(0)rs
)(j,l)
,
S
(0),(i,k)(j,l)
2 =
(
S(0)rs
)(i,k)(j,l)
.
(3.7)
On the right-hand side of Eq. (3.7), the flavour-summed functions depend on the kinematics
through variables of the type xi and Yij,Q. The latter dependence stems from integrating
an eikonal factor which is always multiplied by a colour-connected squared matrix element.
In order to make the results more transparent, we hid the arguments of the functions, but
kept the relation to the colour-connected matrix elements, shown as upper indices.
3.2 Flavour-summed integrated counterterms
On the right-hand side of Eq. (3.7), the flavour-summed functions are the following combi-
nations of the integrated subtraction terms,
1. Triple collinear:(
C
(0)
irs
)
q
=
1
2
[C
(0)
irs]qgg + (nf − 1) [C(0)irs]qq′q¯′ +
1
2
[C
(0)
irs]qqq¯ , q
′ 6= q ,(
C
(0)
irs
)
g
=
1
6
[C
(0)
irs]ggg + nf [C
(0)
irs]gqq¯ .
(3.8)
The factor (nf − 1), which appears after summing over the unresolved flavours, can
be traded for nf by introducing the integrated subtraction term [C
(0)
irs]
(id)
qq¯q , defined by
[C
(0)
irs]qq¯q = 2[C
(0)
irs]qq¯′q′ + [C
(0)
irs]
(id)
qq¯q . (3.9)
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This definition matches the decomposition of the same-flavour triple splitting function
computed in Ref. [52]. Thus, we obtain(
C
(0)
irs
)
q
=
1
2
[C
(0)
irs]qgg + nf [C
(0)
irs]qq¯′q′ +
1
2
[C
(0)
irs]
(id)
qq¯q , q
′ 6= q . (3.10)
2. Triple collinear – soft collinear:(
CirsCS
(0)
ir;s
)
q
= [CirsCS
(0)
ir;s]qg ,(
CirsCS
(0)
ir;s
)
g
=
1
2
[CirsCS
(0)
ir;s]gg + nf [CirsCS
(0)
ir;s]qq¯ .
(3.11)
3. Double collinear:(
C
(0)
ir;js
)
qq
=
1
2
[C
(0)
ir;js]qg;qg ,(
C
(0)
ir;js
)
qg
=
1
4
[C
(0)
ir;js]qg;gg +
nf
2
[C
(0)
ir;js]qg;qq¯ ,(
C
(0)
ir;js
)
gq
=
1
4
[C
(0)
ir;js]gg;qg +
nf
2
[C
(0)
ir;js]qq¯;qg ,(
C
(0)
ir;js
)
gg
=
1
8
[C
(0)
ir;js]gg;gg +
n2f
2
[C
(0)
ir;js]qq¯;q′q¯′
+
nf
4
{
[C
(0)
ir;js]gg;qq¯ + [C
(0)
ir;js]qq¯;gg
}
, ∀ q, q′ .
(3.12)
4. Double collinear – soft collinear:(
Cir;jsCS
(0)
ir;s
)
qf
= [Cir;jsCS
(0)
ir;s]qg ,(
Cir;jsCS
(0)
ir;s
)
gf
=
1
2
[Cir;jsCS
(0)
ir;s]gg + nf [Cir;jsCS
(0)
ir;s]qq¯ ,
(3.13)
i.e., it is independent of the flavour f .
5. Soft collinear: (
CS
(0)
ir;s
)(j,l)
q
= [CS
(0)
ir;s]
(j,l)
qg ,(
CS
(0)
ir;s
)(j,l)
g
=
1
2
[CS
(0)
ir;s]
(j,l)
gg + nf [CS
(0)
ir;s]
(j,l)
qq¯ .
(3.14)
6. Triple collinear – double soft:(
CirsS
(0)
rs
)
f
=
1
2
[CirsS
(0)
rs ]fgg + nf [CirsS
(0)
rs ]fq¯q . (3.15)
7. Triple collinear – soft collinear – double soft:(
CirsCSir;sS
(0)
rs
)
f
= [CirsCSir;sS
(0)
rs ] , (3.16)
i.e., it is independent of the flavour f .
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8. Double collinear – double soft:(
Cir;jsS
(0)
rs
)
f1f2
=
1
2
[Cir;jsS
(0)
rs ] , (3.17)
i.e., it is independent of the flavours f1 and f2.
9. Double soft: (
S(0)rs
)(i,k)(j,l)
=
1
2
[S(0)rs ]
(i,k)(j,l) ,(
S(0)rs
)(j,l)
=
1
2
[S(0)rs ]
(j,l)
gg + nf [S
(0)
rs ]
(j,l)
q¯q .
(3.18)
10. Soft collinear – double soft:(
CSir;sS
(0)
rs
)(j,l)
f
= [CSir;sS
(0)
rs ]
(j,l) , (3.19)
i.e., it is independent of the flavour f .
In this paper, we compute the collinear-type counterterms, which do not involve S
(0)
rs ,
i.e., those in Eqs. (3.10)–(3.14). The integration of the subtraction terms which are obtained
by the double soft mapping is presented in a companion paper [51].
4 Integrated counterterms
In this section we define the integrated counterterms and compute them in terms of master
integrals.
4.1 Integrated triple collinear counterterm
The integral of the triple collinear counterterm is
[C
(0)
irs]fifrfs =
(
(4π)2
Sǫ
Q2ǫ
)2 ∫
2
[dp
(irs)
2;m (pr, ps, p˜irs;Q)]
1
s2irs
1
(T 2irs)
2
× P (0)fifrfs(zi,rs, zr,is, zs,ir, sir, sis, srs; ǫ) f(α0, αirs, d(m, ǫ)) .
(4.1)
Here P
(0)
fifrfs
(zi,rs, zr,is, zs,ir, sir, sis, srs; ǫ) are the complete
3 spin-averaged three-parton split-
ting functions, recalled in Appendix B, where we explain why some of these are different
from those presented in Ref. [52]. For consistency of the complete subtraction scheme one
must use the forms given in Appendix B. The function f(α0, αirs, d(m, ǫ)) is defined and
its role is explained in Appendix A. The other subtraction terms discussed in this paper
will also contain such harmless modifications as compared to the original ones in Ref. [22].
Following the decomposition of the triple collinear splitting functions into abelian and
non-abelian pieces [52], we also decompose the integrated functions [C
(0)
irs]qgg and [C
(0)
irs]gqq¯
likewise,
[C
(0)
irs]qgg = [C
(0)
irs]
(ab)
qgg + [C
(0)
irs]
(nab)
qgg and [C
(0)
irs]gqq¯ = [C
(0)
irs]
(ab)
gqq¯ + [C
(0)
irs]
(nab)
gqq¯ . (4.2)
3As opposed to abelian and non-abelian parts, see Appendix B.2.
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j k l m c
(0)
qq¯′q′;1
c
(0),(id)
qq¯q;1 c
(0),(ab)
qgg;1 c
(0),(nab)
qgg;1 c
(0),(ab)
gqq¯;1 c
(0),(nab)
gqq¯;1 c
(0)
ggg;1
0 0 0 0 −1 + ǫ −4 + 2ǫ + 2ǫ2 2(1− ǫ)ǫ 1− 2ǫ+ ǫ2 −2ǫ −1 + ǫ 6− 6ǫ
0 −1 0 0 0 6− 10ǫ − 2ǫ2 −2(1− 2ǫ)ǫ
3
2
+
15ǫ
2
− ǫ2 −4
4
1− ǫ
18 + 6ǫ
0 −1 0 1 0 −4 + 4ǫ + 2ǫ2 2(1− ǫ)ǫ
5
2
−
9ǫ
2
+ ǫ2 0 −
4
1− ǫ
0
1 −1 0 0 −2 −4 + 4ǫ −2 + 4ǫ − 2ǫ2 2− 2ǫ 2− 2ǫ −2 6− 6ǫ
−1 0 0 1 −2ǫ −2 + 6ǫ 2(1− ǫ)ǫ 2− 4ǫ 4
1 + ǫ
1− ǫ
−4
2 + ǫ
1− ǫ
−12
0 −2 0 0 −2 0 0 2− 2ǫ 0 −2 6− 6ǫ
1 −2 0 0 4 0 0 −4 + 4ǫ 0 4 −12 + 12ǫ
2 −2 0 0 −2 0 0 2− 2ǫ 0 −2 6− 6ǫ
−1 −1 0 0 0 2ǫ 6 −5 + 2ǫ −
2ǫ
1− ǫ
−
7− 4ǫ
1− ǫ
51
−1 −1 0 1 0 6− 2ǫ −6 + 2ǫ 7− 5ǫ 0 2
7− ǫ
1− ǫ
−84
−1 −1 0 2 0 0 0 0
4
1− ǫ
−
6
1− ǫ
6
−1 0 −1 1 0 ǫ(1 + ǫ) −ǫ(1 + ǫ) 2−
3ǫ
2
+
ǫ2
2
2
1− ǫ
4− ǫ
1− ǫ
−39
−1 0 −1 2 0 0 0 0 −
2ǫ
1− ǫ
−
3− 2ǫ
1− ǫ
9
Table 1. Non-zero coefficients of the I(j,k,l,m)2C ,1 (x, ǫ;α0, d0) integrals.
They are computed in Appendix C. The result can be written as
[C
(0)
irs]fifrfs = afifrfs
5∑
n=1
∑
j,k,l,m
c
(0),j,k,l,m
fifrfs;n
I(j,k,l,m)2C ,n (x i˜rs , ǫ;α0, d0) , (4.3)
where the constants afifrfs denote colour-factor ratios as follows:
aqq¯′q′ =
TR
CF
, a
(id)
qq¯q = 1−
CA
2CF
, a(ab)qgg = 1 , a
(nab)
qgg =
CA
CF
,
a
(ab)
gqq¯ =
CFTR
C2A
, a
(nab)
gqq¯ =
TR
CA
, aggg = 1 . (4.4)
The non-zero coefficients are listed in Tables 1–5, while the integrals I(j,k,l,m)2C ,n (x, ǫ;α0, d0)
(n = 1, . . . , 5) are defined and computed in Appendix C.
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j k l m c
(0)
qq¯′q′;2 c
(0),(id)
qq¯q;2 c
(0),(ab)
qgg;2 c
(0),(nab)
qgg;2 c
(0),(ab)
gqq¯;2 c
(0),(nab)
gqq¯;2 c
(0)
ggg;2
−1 0 −1 0 0 0 −8 5− ǫ 0 1 −12
−1 0 −1 1 0 0 6− 2ǫ −3 + 3ǫ 0 −
3− ǫ
1− ǫ
18
−1 0 −1 2 0 0 −2 + 2ǫ 2− 2ǫ 0
4
1− ǫ
−12
−1 0 −1 3 0 0 0 0 0 −
2
1− ǫ
6
0 −1 −1 0 0 0 −2 −ǫ 0 1 −12
0 −1 −1 1 0 0 −2− 2ǫ 2ǫ 0 −
2
1− ǫ
6
0 −1 −1 2 0 0 0 0 0
2
1− ǫ
−6
−1 −1 −1 0 0 0 −8 5− ǫ 0 1 −12
−1 −1 −1 1 0 0 6− 2ǫ −3 + 3ǫ 0 −
3− ǫ
1− ǫ
18
−1 −1 −1 2 0 0 −2 + 2ǫ 2− 2ǫ 0
4
1− ǫ
−12
−1 −1 −1 3 0 0 0 0 0 −
2
1− ǫ
6
Table 2. Non-zero coefficients of the I(j,k,l,m)2C ,2 (x, ǫ;α0, d0) integrals.
4.2 Integrated double collinear counterterm
The integral of the double collinear counterterm is
[C
(0)
ir;js]fifr ;fjfs =
(
(4π)2
Sǫ
Q2ǫ
)2 ∫
[dp
(ir;js)
2;m (pr, ps, p˜ir, p˜js;Q)]
1
sirsjs
1
T
2
irT
2
js
× P (0)fifr(zr,i; ǫ)P
(0)
fjfs
(zs,j ; ǫ) f(α0, αir + αjs, d(m, ǫ)) .
(4.5)
In Eq. (4.5), P
(0)
fifr
(zr,i; ǫ) and P
(0)
fifr
(zr,i; ǫ) are the spin-averaged Altarelli–Parisi splitting
functions in d dimensions, as recalled in Appendix B.
The integrated counterterm is computed in Appendix D. The result is
[C
(0)
ir;js]fifr ;fjfs = afifrafjfs
2∑
k,l=−1
c
(0),k
fifr
c
(0),l
fjfs
I(k,l)2C ,6 (x i˜r , x j˜s ; ǫ, α0, d0) , (4.6)
where the constants afifr denote the colour factor ratios
aqq¯ =
TR
CA
, aqg = agg = 1 , (4.7)
and the coefficients cfifr are those already defined in Ref. [27] stripped of their colour
factors, as presented in Table 6.
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j k l m c
(0)
qq¯′q′;3 c
(0),(id)
qq¯q;3 c
(0),(ab)
qgg;3 c
(0),(nab)
qgg;3 c
(0),(ab)
gqq¯;3 c
(0),(nab)
gqq¯;3 c
(0)
ggg;3
0 −1 0 −1 2 0 0 −8 0 2 −24
0 −1 1 −1 −2 −4 + 4ǫ 0 2− 2ǫ 0 −2 6− 6ǫ
0 −1 2 −1 2 0 0 −2 + 2ǫ 0
8
1− ǫ
−24
−1 0 0 −1 0 2− 2ǫ 0 −4 0 1 −12
−1 0 1 −1 0 4ǫ 0 3− ǫ 0 −
3− ǫ
1− ǫ
18
−1 0 2 −1 0 2− 2ǫ 0 −1 + ǫ 0
4
1− ǫ
−12
−1 0 3 −1 0 0 0 0 0 −
2
1− ǫ
6
0 −2 1 −1 4 0 0 −4 + 4ǫ 0 4 −12 + 12ǫ
1 −2 1 −1 −4 0 0 4− 4ǫ 0 −4 12− 12ǫ
−1 −1 0 −1 0 −4 0 2 0 0 0
−1 −1 1 −1 0 −2− 2ǫ 0 −2 0 1 −12
−1 −1 2 −1 0 −2 + 2ǫ 0 1− ǫ 0 −
2
1− ǫ
6
−1 −1 3 −1 0 0 0 0 0
2
1− ǫ
−6
0 −2 2 −2 −2 0 0 2− 2ǫ 0 −2 6− 6ǫ
Table 3. Non-zero coefficients of the I(j,k,l,m)2C ,3 (x, ǫ;α0, d0) integrals.
j k l m c
(0)
qq¯′q′;4 c
(0),(id)
qq¯q;4 c
(0),(ab)
qgg;4 c
(0),(nab)
qgg;4 c
(0),(ab)
gqq¯;4 c
(0),(nab)
gqq¯;4 c
(0)
ggg;4
−1 0 −1 −1 0 0 4 0 0 0 12
0 −1 −1 −1 0 0 4 −2 0 0 6
−1 −1 −1 −1 0 0 4 −2 0 0 6
Table 4. Non-zero coefficients of the I(j,k,l,m)2C ,4 (x, ǫ;α0, d0) integrals.
4.3 Integrated soft collinear counterterms
There are three types of soft collinear counterterms.
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j k l m c
(0)
qq¯′q′;5 c
(0),(id)
qq¯q;5 c
(0),(ab)
qgg;5 c
(0),(nab)
qgg;5 c
(0),(ab)
gqq¯;5 c
(0),(nab)
gqq¯;5 c
(0)
ggg;5
−1 −1 −1 −1 0 2 0 0 0 0 3
Table 5. Non-zero coefficients of the I(j,k,l,m)2C ,5 (x, ǫ;α0, d0) integrals.
k c
(0),k
qg c
(0),k
qq¯ c
(0),k
gg
−1 2 0 4
0 −2 1 −4
1 1− ǫ −
2
1− ǫ
2
2 0
2
1− ǫ
−2
Table 6. Values of the c
(0),k
fifr
coefficients that appear in Eqs. (4.6), (4.9), (4.10), (4.12) and (4.14).
1. Soft collinear:
[CS
(0)
ir;s]
(j,k)
fifr
= −
(
(4π)2
Sǫ
Q2ǫ
)2 ∫
2
[dp
(ir)
1;m+1(pr, pˆir;Q)] [dp
(sˆ)
1;m(pˆs;Q)]
× 1
2
Sjk(s) 1
sir
1
T
2
ir
P
(0)
fifr
(zr,i; ǫ) f(α0, αir, d(m, ǫ)) f(y0, ysˆQ, d
′(m, ǫ)) .
(4.8)
The factor Sjk(s) is the eikonal factor, given by Eq. (2.17) if j, k 6= (ir), and by
Eq. (2.18) if e.g., j = (ir).
The integrated counterterm is computed in Appendix E. The result is
[CS
(0)
ir;s]
(j,k)
fifr
= afifr
2∑
l=−1
c
(0),l
fifr
I(l)2CS ,1(x i˜r , Y i˜r j˜ ,Q, Y i˜r k˜ ,Q, Y j˜ k˜ ,Q; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0) ,
(4.9)
if j, k 6= (ir), and
[CS
(0)
ir;s]
(ir,k)
fifr
= afifr
2∑
l=−1
c
(0),l
fifr
[
I(l)2CS ,2(x i˜r , Y i˜r k˜ ,Q; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0)
+ I(l)2CS ,3(x i˜r ; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0)
]
,
(4.10)
if e.g., j = (ir), where afifr and the coefficients are given in Eq. (4.7) and Table 6
respectively.
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2. Triple collinear – soft collinear:
[CirsCS
(0)
ir;s]fifr =
(
(4π)2
Sǫ
Q2ǫ
)2 ∫
2
[dp
(ir)
1;m+1(pr, pˆir;Q)] [dp
(sˆ)
1;m(pˆs;Q)]
× 2
s(ir)s
1− zs,ir
zs,ir
1
sir
1
T
2
ir
P
(0)
fifr
(zr,i; ǫ) f(α0, αir, d(m, ǫ)) f(y0, ysˆQ, d
′(m, ǫ)) ,
(4.11)
which is computed in Appendix E. The result is
[CirsCS
(0)
ir;s]fifr = afifr
2∑
l=−1
c
(0),l
fifr
I(l)2CS ,4(x i˜r ; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0) . (4.12)
3. Double collinear – soft collinear:
[Cir;jsCS
(0)
ir;s]fifr =
(
(4π)2
Sǫ
Q2ǫ
)2 ∫
2
[dp
(ir)
1;m+1(pr, pˆir;Q)] [dp
(sˆ)
1;m(pˆs;Q)]
× 2
sjs
zj,s
zs,j
1
sir
1
T
2
ir
P
(0)
fifr
(zr,i; ǫ) f(α0, αir, d(m, ǫ)) f(y0, ysˆQ, d
′(m, ǫ)) ,
(4.13)
which is also computed in Appendix E, as
[Cir;jsCS
(0)
ir;s]fifr = afifr
2∑
l=−1
c
(0),l
fifr
I(l)2CS ,5(x i˜r , Y i˜r j˜ ,Q; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0) . (4.14)
5 Results
After evaluating the integrals as explained in the Appendices, we obtain the kinematic
functions defined in Eq. (3.7) as Laurent expansions in ǫ. We compute those expansions
analytically up to O(ǫ−2), while the remaining coefficients up to O(ǫ0) are calculated nu-
merically via sector decomposition, see [53] and references therein. In obtaining our results,
we use d0 = D0 + d1ǫ and d
′
0 = D
′
0 + d
′
1ǫ, see Eq. (A.9). The parameters D0, d1, D
′
0 and
d′1, as well as α0 and y0 are left symbolic throughout the analytic computation and sector
decomposition.
To present analytic results for the non-soft counterterms up to O(ǫ−2), we use the
following abbreviations,
γq(nf) =
3
2
, γg(nf) =
11
6
− 2TR
3CA
nf and Σ(z,N) = ln z −
N∑
i=1
1− (1− z)k
k
, (5.1)
where γq(nf) is actually independent of the number of light flavours, but introducing the
flavour dependence formally makes possible a flavour-independent notation. Furthermore,
the kinematic functions are dimensionless in colour space, hence these nf-dependent γf (nf)
constants are related to the constans γf often used in the literature [54] by γf → Cfγf (nf).
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1. Triple collinear:(
C
(0)
irs
)
fi
(xi) =
1
2
(
1 +
CA
2Cfi
)[
1
ǫ4
− 1
ǫ3
(
4 lnxi − γfi(nf)− γfi
(
CF
Cfi
nf
))]
+
1
ǫ3
CA
4Cfi
γg
(
CF
Cfi
nf
)
+O(ǫ−2) . (5.2)
2. Triple collinear – soft collinear:(
CirsCS
(0)
ir;s
)
fi
(xi) =
2
3
[
1
ǫ4
− 2
ǫ3
(
lnxi +Σ(y0,D
′
0 − 1)
)]
+
1
2ǫ3
γfi(nf)
+ O(ǫ−2) . (5.3)
3. Double collinear:(
C
(0)
ir;js
)
fifj
(xi, xj) =
1
2ǫ4
− 1
2ǫ3
[
2(lnxi + lnxj)− γfi(nf)− γfj (nf)
]
+O(ǫ−2) . (5.4)
4. Double collinear – soft collinear:(
Cir;jsCS
(0)
ir;s
)
fif
(xi, Yij;Q) =
1
ǫ4
− 2
ǫ3
(
lnxi +Σ(y0,D
′
0 − 1)
)
+
1
ǫ3
γfi(nf)
+ O(ǫ−2) . (5.5)
5. Soft collinear:(
CS
(0)
ir;s
)(j,l)
fi
(xi, Yjl;Q) = − 1
ǫ4
+
2
ǫ3
(
lnxi +Σ(y0,D
′
0 − 1)
)
+
1
ǫ3
(
lnYjl;Q − γfi(nf)
)
+O(ǫ−2) (5.6)
for j, l 6= i, and(
CS
(0)
ir;s
)(i,l)
fi
(xi, Yil;Q) =
5
6
[
− 1
ǫ4
+
2
ǫ3
(
lnxi +Σ(y0,D
′
0 − 1)
)]
+
1
ǫ3
(
lnYil;Q − 3
4
γfi(nf)
)
+O(ǫ−2) (5.7)
for e.g., j = i.
The remaining coefficients in the Laurent expansion are computed numerically. By
way of illustration, we present results for the flavour-summed counterterms in Tables 7–19
for two kinematic points: one relevant for 2-jet production and the other corresponding to
the fully symmetric configuration of final state momenta in 3-jet production. In terms of
the invariants introduced in Eq. (2.19), these two phase-space points correspond to
2-jet : x1 = x2 = 1 and Y12,Q = 1 , (5.8)
3-jet symmetric : x1 = x2 = x3 =
2
3
and Y12,Q = Y13,Q = Y23,Q =
3
4
. (5.9)
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In the numerical computations, we chose the following values for the phase-space cut pa-
rameters: α0 = 1, y0 = 1, D0 = D
′
0 = 3 and d1 = d
′
1 = −3. In Tables 7–19, a displayed
error estimate of ±0.000 implies that the numerical uncertainty for that particular value
is smaller than 10−3.
colour x 1/ǫ2 1/ǫ1 finite
1
1.000 -1.870 ± 0.003 -22.187 ± 0.020 -76.907 ± 0.155
0.667 2.371 ± 0.004 -15.435 ± 0.023 -93.639 ± 0.156
CA
CF
1.000 2.632 ± 0.002 4.595 ± 0.013 13.916 ± 0.095
0.667 6.080 ± 0.002 21.854 ± 0.014 84.489 ± 0.100
nfTR
CF
1.000 -0.611 ± 0.001 1.159 ± 0.005 16.629 ± 0.037
0.667 -0.881 ± 0.001 -1.016 ± 0.006 7.092 ± 0.046
Table 7. Coefficients of the Laurent expansion of
(
C
(0)
irs
)
q
(x) for d0 = 3− 3ǫ and α0 = 1.
colour x 1/ǫ2 1/ǫ1 finite
1
1.000 3.664 ± 0.003 -8.987 ± 0.029 -42.269 ± 0.207
0.667 11.993 ± 0.004 19.817 ± 0.032 30.542 ± 0.224
nfTR
CA
1.000 -2.614 ± 0.005 -5.230 ± 0.047 -3.361 ± 0.345
0.667 -3.424 ± 0.006 -11.873 ± 0.049 -32.821 ± 0.372
CFnfTR
C2A
1.000 -4.798 ± 0.000 -17.623 ± 0.003 -45.473 ± 0.015
0.667 -5.540 ± 0.000 -24.021 ± 0.004 -74.365 ± 0.020
Table 8. Coefficients of the Laurent expansion of
(
C
(0)
irs
)
g
(x) for d0 = 3− 3ǫ and α0 = 1.
colour x Y 1/ǫ2 1/ǫ1 finite
1
1.000 1.000 -7.311 ± 0.003 -3.228 ± 0.009 -9.300 ± 0.027
0.667 0.750 -13.938 ± 0.004 -20.393 ± 0.019 -27.573 ± 0.066
Table 9. Coefficients of the Laurent expansion of
(
CS
(0)
ir;s
)(j,l)
q
(x, Y ) for d0 = d
′
0 = 3 − 3ǫ and
α0 = y0 = 1.
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colour x Y 1/ǫ2 1/ǫ1 finite
1
1.000 1.000 -9.205 ± 0.003 -8.103 ± 0.009 -16.717 ± 0.028
0.667 0.750 -16.113 ± 0.004 -27.124 ± 0.019 -40.577 ± 0.067
nfTR
CA
1.000 1.000 4.454 ± 0.001 14.204 ± 0.004 29.039 ± 0.020
0.667 0.750 5.017 ± 0.001 18.479 ± 0.008 44.490 ± 0.046
Table 10. Coefficients of the Laurent expansion of
(
CS
(0)
ir;s
)(j,l)
g
(x, Y ) for d0 = d
′
0 = 3 − 3ǫ and
α0 = y0 = 1.
colour x Y 1/ǫ2 1/ǫ1 finite
1
1.000 1.000 -4.874 ± 0.002 2.910 ± 0.007 5.559 ± 0.024
0.667 0.750 -10.330 ± 0.003 -8.326 ± 0.018 9.292 ± 0.087
Table 11. Coefficients of the Laurent expansion of
(
CS
(0)
ir;s
)(ir,l)
q
(x, Y ) for d0 = d
′
0 = 3 − 3ǫ and
α0 = y0 = 1.
colour x Y 1/ǫ2 1/ǫ1 finite
1
1.000 1.000 -6.126 ± 0.002 0.812 ± 0.007 7.619 ± 0.025
0.667 0.750 -11.839 ± 0.003 -12.094 ± 0.018 6.585 ± 0.089
nfTR
CA
1.000 1.000 3.005 ± 0.000 7.201 ± 0.002 3.080 ± 0.017
0.667 0.750 3.517 ± 0.001 11.052 ± 0.007 16.471 ± 0.045
Table 12. Coefficients of the Laurent expansion of
(
CS
(0)
ir;s
)(ir,l)
g
(x, Y ) for d0 = d
′
0 = 3 − 3ǫ and
α0 = y0 = 1.
colour x 1/ǫ2 1/ǫ1 finite
1
1.000 3.437 ± 0.001 -6.996 ± 0.004 -61.629 ± 0.015
0.667 5.886 ± 0.001 -6.784 ± 0.005 -100.401 ± 0.019
Table 13. Coefficients of the Laurent expansion of
(
CirsCS
(0)
ir;s
)
q
(x) for d0 = d
′
0 = 3 − 3ǫ and
α0 = y0 = 1.
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colour x 1/ǫ2 1/ǫ1 finite
1
1.000 4.048 ± 0.001 -6.973 ± 0.004 -66.612 ± 0.016
0.667 6.633 ± 0.001 -5.975 ± 0.005 -103.489 ± 0.019
nfTR
CA
1.000 -1.556 ± 0.000 -1.601 ± 0.001 8.364 ± 0.011
0.667 -1.826 ± 0.000 -3.445 ± 0.001 2.731 ± 0.011
Table 14. Coefficients of the Laurent expansion of
(
CirsCS
(0)
ir;s
)
g
(x) for d0 = d
′
0 = 3 − 3ǫ and
α0 = y0 = 1.
colour x Y 1/ǫ2 1/ǫ1 finite
1
1.000 1.000 8.311 ± 0.003 11.149 ± 0.010 40.832 ± 0.028
0.667 0.750 13.099 ± 0.002 24.109 ± 0.011 61.583 ± 0.031
Table 15. Coefficients of the Laurent expansion of
(
Cir;jsCS
(0)
ir;s
)
qf
(x, Y ) for d0 = d
′
0 = 3− 3ǫ and
α0 = y0 = 1.
colour x Y 1/ǫ2 1/ǫ1 finite
1
1.000 1.000 10.205 ± 0.003 16.358 ± 0.010 51.240 ± 0.029
0.667 0.750 15.179 ± 0.002 30.471 ± 0.011 75.387 ± 0.032
nfTR
CA
1.000 1.000 -4.454 ± 0.001 -14.871 ± 0.004 -35.687 ± 0.020
0.667 0.750 -4.825 ± 0.001 -17.549 ± 0.004 -45.158 ± 0.022
Table 16. Coefficients of the Laurent expansion of
(
Cir;jsCS
(0)
ir;s
)
gf
(x, Y ) for d0 = d
′
0 = 3− 3ǫ and
α0 = y0 = 1.
colour x1 x2 1/ǫ
2 1/ǫ1 finite
1
1.000 1.000 0.162 ± 0.000 -4.108 ± 0.003 5.189 ± 0.013
0.667 0.667 4.408 ± 0.001 5.732 ± 0.004 18.494 ± 0.018
Table 17. Coefficients of the Laurent expansion of
(
C
(0)
ir;js
)
qq
(x1, x2) for d0 = 3− 3ǫ and α0 = 1.
6 Conclusions
We have computed the integrals over the two-particle factorised phase space of the collinear-
type contributions to the doubly unresolved counterterm of the NNLO subtraction formal-
ism, defined in Refs. [22, 23]. We presented those integrals in terms of parametric rep-
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colour x1 x2 1/ǫ
2 1/ǫ1 finite
1
1.000 1.000 0.859 ± 0.000 -3.131 ± 0.003 5.070 ± 0.013
0.667 0.667 5.333 ± 0.001 8.076 ± 0.004 22.304 ± 0.019
nfTR
CA
1.000 1.000 -1.727 ± 0.000 -3.683 ± 0.002 -3.445 ± 0.008
0.667 0.667 -2.183 ± 0.000 -6.871 ± 0.002 -14.493 ± 0.011
Table 18. Coefficients of the Laurent expansion of
(
C
(0)
ir;js
)
qg
(x1, x2) for d0 = 3− 3ǫ and α0 = 1,
with
(
C
(0)
ir;js
)
gq
(x1, x2) =
(
C
(0)
ir;js
)
qg
(x2, x1).
colour x1 x2 1/ǫ
2 1/ǫ1 finite
1
1.000 1.000 1.612 ± 0.000 -1.855 ± 0.003 5.670 ± 0.013
0.667 0.667 6.314 ± 0.001 10.780 ± 0.004 27.243 ± 0.019
nfTR
CA
1.000 1.000 -3.677 ± 0.000 -8.780 ± 0.003 -11.184 ± 0.011
0.667 0.667 -4.589 ± 0.000 -15.404 ± 0.002 -35.158 ± 0.016
n2f T
2
R
C2A
1.000 1.000 0.222 ± 0.000 1.637 ± 0.000 5.932 ± 0.003
0.667 0.667 0.222 ± 0.000 1.884 ± 0.000 8.057 ± 0.004
Table 19. Coefficients of the Laurent expansion of
(
C
(0)
ir;js
)
gg
(x1, x2) for d0 = 3− 3ǫ and α0 = 1.
resentations that are suitable for evaluation with sector decomposition. After evaluating
them, we checked the numerical results with the publicly available code SecDec [55], al-
ways finding agreement within the numerical uncertainty of the integrations. The soft-type
contributions are presented in a companion paper [51].
By these two papers, we complete the integration of the subtraction terms over the
unresolved phase spaces, and the computation of the finite cross section in Eq. (1.9) becomes
feasible for electron-positron annihilation into two and three jets. Although the formalism
is complete, for a higher number of jets some more work is required, because some integrals
were evaluated specifically for three-jet kinematics.
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A Modified doubly real subtraction terms
We outline a simple modification to the NNLO subtraction scheme presented in Refs. [22,
23]. Parts of these modifications were introduced previously: those relevant to the singly
unresolved approximate cross section dσ
RR,A1
m+2 in Eq. (1.8), and to the approximate cross
sections in Eq. (1.9), were introduced in Ref. [25], while those relevant to the iterated doubly
unresolved approximate cross section dσ
RR,A12
m+2 appearing in Eq. (1.8) were presented in
Ref. [31].
Recall that the doubly unresolved approximate cross section can be written symboli-
cally as in Eq. (3.1)
dσ
RR,A2
m+2 = dφm[dp2]A(0)2 |M(0)m+2|2 , (A.1)
where the doubly unresolved approximation is a sum of terms (see Eq. (3.2)). The precise
definition of these terms involves the momentum mappings discussed in Section 2.3. All
such mappings lead to an exact factorisation of them+2-particle phase space, symbolically
written as
dφm+2({p};Q) = dφm({p˜}m;Q)[dp2;m] . (A.2)
The only feature of the factorised phase spaces [dp2;m] that is relevant presently is that
they carry a dependence on the number of partons, m, of the form
[dp
(irs)
2;m ] ∝ (1− αirs)2(m−1)(1−ǫ)−1 , (A.3)
[dp
(ir;js)
2;m ] ∝ (1− αir − αjs)2(m−1)(1−ǫ) , (A.4)
[dp
(rs)
2;m ] ∝ (1− yrQ − ysQ + yrs)(m−1)(1−ǫ)−1 , (A.5)
and finally
[dp
(sˆ,ir)
2;m ] = [dp
(ir)
1;m+1][dp
(sˆ)
1;m] ∝ (1− αir)2m(1−ǫ)−1 (1− ysˆQ)(m−1)(1−ǫ)−1 . (A.6)
The subtraction terms, as originally defined in Ref. [22] do not depend on the number of
hard partons, thus the m-dependence of the factorised phase space measures is carried over
to the integrated counterterms, where this dependence enters in a rather cumbersome way
(see e.g., Eqs. (A.9) and (A.10) of Ref. [4]).
Thus, as in Refs. [25, 31], we reshuffle them-dependence of the integrated counterterms
into the subtraction terms themselves, where it appears in a very straightforward and
harmless way4, through factors of (1 − α) and/or (1 − y) raised to m-dependent powers.
We gather the results in Table 20, where together with the subtraction terms, we give the
momentum mappings used to define the term(s) and the expression which multiplies the
original counterterm to produce the modified one. The function f in Table 20 is defined as
f(z0, z, p) = Θ(z0 − z)(1 − z)−p . (A.7)
It is important to note that the functions d(m, ǫ), d′(m, ǫ) and constants α0, y0 in Table 20
4The modifications introduced above do not spoil any of the cancellations that take place among the
original subtraction terms. Hence the modified counterterms are still correct regulators of all kinematic
singularities.
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Doubly unresolved counterterms
Subtraction term Momentum mapping Function
C
(0,0)
irs {p}
Cirs−→ {p˜}
(irs)
m f(α0, αirs, d(m, ǫ))
C
(0,0)
ir;js {p}
Cir;js
−→ {p˜}
(ir;js)
m f(α0, αir + αjs, d(m, ǫ))
CS
(0,0)
ir;s , CirsCS
(0,0)
ir;s ,
{p}
Cir−→ {pˆ}
(ir)
m+1
Ssˆ−→ {p˜}
(sˆ,ir)
m
f(α0, αir , d(m, ǫ))
×f(y0, ysˆQ, d
′(m, ǫ))Cir;jsCS
(0,0)
ir;s
S
(0,0)
rs , CSir;sS
(0,0)
rs ,
{p}
Srs−→ {p˜}
(rs)
m f(y0, yrQ + ysQ − yrs, d
′(m, ǫ))CirsS
(0,0)
rs , Cir;jsS
(0,0)
rs ,
CirsCSir;sS
(0,0)
rs
Table 20. The modified doubly unresolved subtraction terms are obtained from the original coun-
terterms (first column) by multiplication with an appropriate function (last column). Also shown
are the momentum mappings used to define the subtraction terms (middle column).
are the same as those in all other modified subtraction terms, discussed in Refs. [25, 31].
The form of the exponents d(m, ǫ) and d′(m, ǫ) is actually fixed by the prescription
adopted in Ref. [25] (see in particular Eqs. (3.2), (3.12) and (3.13) therein) and the require-
ment that the modified subtraction terms should still correctly regularise all kinematic
singularities. In fact, we must have
d(m, ǫ) = 2m(1 − ǫ)− 2d0 , and d′(m, ǫ) = m(1− ǫ)− d′0 , (A.8)
where d0 and d
′
0 are the same constants which appear in eqs. (3.2), (3.12) and (3.13) of
Ref. [25] i.e.,
d0 = D0 + d1ǫ , and d
′
0 = D
′
0 + d
′
1ǫ , (A.9)
where D0,D
′
0 ≥ 2 are integers, while d1, d′1 are real.
B Spin-averaged splitting kernels
In this Appendix, we list the spin-averaged splitting kernels. Although some of these
already appeared elsewhere, for the sake of completeness, we give all the splitting functions
of our computations.
B.1 Two-parton kernels
The azimuthally averaged two-parton splitting kernels are well known,
P (0)gg (z) = 2CA
[
1
z
+
1
1− z − 2 + z − z
2
]
, (B.1)
P
(0)
qq¯ (z; ǫ) = TR
[
1− 2
1− ǫ
(
z − z2)] , (B.2)
P (0)qg (z; ǫ) = CF
[
2
z
− 2 + (1− ǫ)z
]
. (B.3)
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In our convention the ordering of the labels on the splitting kernels is usually meaningless,
but in Eq. (B.3) z means the momentum fraction of the second label, i.e., P
(0)
gq (z; ǫ) =
P
(0)
qg (1− z; ǫ). The other two cases are symmetric with respect to z ↔ 1− z.
B.2 Three-parton kernels
The spin average of the splitting kernels was computed in Ref. [52], however the forms
presented there for gluon splittings are not suitable for us, as it was explained in Ref. [22]:
in the gluon splitting kernels Pˆgiqr q¯s and Pˆgigrgs , the terms that depend on the transverse
momenta must always be written in the form kµ⊥,jk
ν
⊥,k/k⊥,j ·k⊥,k (k can be equal to j). Oth-
erwise the collinear behaviour of the counterterm cannot be matched with that of the singly
collinear counterterm in the singly unresolved region of phase space. The correct azimuth
dependence can be achieved by substitutions according to the following replacements,
kµ⊥,jk
ν
⊥,j →
(
− zj(1− zj)sjkl + zjskl
)kµ⊥,jkν⊥,j
k2⊥,j
,
2 kµ⊥,jk
ν
⊥,k →
(
sjk + 2 zjzksjkl − zisj(ik) − zjsi(jk)
) kµ⊥,jkν⊥,k
k⊥,j · k⊥,k ,
(B.4)
where {k, l} = {i, r, s} \ {j} and j can be i, r or s. With these forms azimuthal averaging
amounts to the simple substitutions,〈
kµ⊥,jk
ν
⊥,k
k⊥,j · k⊥,k
〉
= − 1
2(1− ǫ) , (B.5)
where 〈. . .〉 denote spin averaging, and j = k is also allowed.
For quark splitting into unequal and equal quark flavours we have,
P
(0)
qiq¯′rq
′
s
({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) = Pqiq¯′rq′s({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) (B.6)
and
P
(0)
qiq¯rqs
({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) = 2Pqi q¯′rq′s({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) + P
(id)
qiq¯′rq
′
s
({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) , (B.7)
respectively (hence Eq. (3.9)), where
1
s2irs
Pqiq¯′rq′s({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) = CFTR
{
1
sirssrs
[
zi,rs
zr,is + zs,ir
− sirzs,ir + siszr,is
srs(zr,is + zs,ir)
+
sirsis
sirssrs
+
sirs
srs
zr,iszs,ir
(zr,is + zs,ir)2
− zr,iszs,ir
zr,is + zs,ir
+
1− ǫ
2
(
zr,is + zs,ir − srs
sirs
)]
+ (r ↔ s)
}
(B.8)
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and
1
s2irs
P
(id)
qiq¯′rq
′
s
({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) = CF
(
CF − CA
2
){
1− ǫ
s2irs
(
2sis
srs
− ǫ
)
+
1
srssirs
[
1 + z2r,is
zi,rs + zr,is
− 2zs,ir
zr,is + zs,ir
− ǫ
(
(zr,is + zs,ir)
2
zi,rs + zr,is
+ 1 + zr,is − 2zs,ir
zr,is + zs,ir
)
− ǫ2(zr,is + zs,ir)
]
− 1
sirsrs
zr,is
2
[
1 + z2r,is
(zi,rs + zr,is)(zr,is + zs,ir)
− ǫ
(
1 + 2
zi,rs + zr,is
zr,is + zs,ir
)
− ǫ2
]
+ (i↔ s)
}
.
(B.9)
For splitting into a quark and a gluon pair we find,
P (0)qigrgs({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) = CFP (ab)q,grgs({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) + CAP (nab)qigrgs({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) , (B.10)
where
1
s2irs
CFP
(ab)
qigrgs
({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) = C2F
{(
1− zs,ir
sirssir
+
1− zr,is
sirssis
+
1− zr,is − zs,ir
sirsis
)
×
[
1
zr,is
(
2
zr,is + zs,ir
− 2 + (1− ǫ)zs,ir
)
+ 1− ǫ(1 + ǫ)
2
]
+
1− ǫ
s2irs
[
ǫ− sirs
sir
(1 + ǫ)(3 − zr,is − 2zs,ir)− sis
sir
(1− ǫ)
]
+ (r ↔ s)
}
(B.11)
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and
1
s2irs
CAP
(nab)
qigrgs
({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) =
CACF
{
1
sirssrs
[
(1− ǫ)
(
sirzs,ir + siszr,is
srs(zr,is + zs,ir)
− sirsis
sirssrs
− sirs
srs
zr,iszs,ir
(zr,is + zs,ir)2
)
− zi,rs
(
4
zr,is + zs,ir
− 1
zr,is
)]
− 1
sirssir
(1− zr,is)2 + (1− zs,ir)2
2zr,is(zr,is + zs,ir)
− 1
sirsis
zi,rs
2zr,is
1 + z2i,rs
zr,is + zs,ir
+
1
2sirsrs
[
1 + z2i,rs
zs,ir
+
1 + (1− zs,ir)2
zr,is + zs,ir
]
+
(1− ǫ)2
2s2irs
+
1
sirssrs
[
(1− ǫ)
(
2
zr,is
− 1
zr,is + zs,ir
)
(zr,is − zs,ir)2
4
− 1
]
+
1
2sirssir
×
[
1 + (1− zs,ir)2
zr,is
− 4− 2zs,ir + z
2
s,ir − zr,is
zr,is + zs,ir
]
+
ǫ
2
[
1
sirssir
(
(1− zs,ir)
×
(
zr,is
zs,ir
+
zs,ir
zr,is
− ǫ
)
− z
2
r,is(1− zs,ir)
zs,ir(zr,is + zs,ir)
)
+
zi,rs
sirsis
(
zr,is
zs,ir
+
1 + ǫ
2
)
− 1
sirsrs
(
(zr,is + zs,ir)
2
zs,ir
+
z2s,ir
zr,is + zs,ir
)]
+ (r ↔ s)
}
.
(B.12)
We call attention to the normalisation (in colour space) of the abelian and non-abelian
parts of the splitting function in Eq. (B.10), which is the same as in Ref. [20]. Notice that a
factor of CF, respectively CA, is made explicit in the definition of the abelian, respectively
non-abelian, part as compared to the complete splitting function. However, we prefer to
define [C
(0)
irs]
(ab)
fifrfs
and [C
(0)
irs]
(nab)
fifrfs
to be dimensionless in colour space, hence the factors of
CF and CA are not made explicit in the definition of these functions, see Eq. (4.2). Then,
Eq. (4.1) must be interpreted with some care when computing [C
(0)
irs]
(ab)
fifrfs
or [C
(0)
irs]
(nab)
fifrfs
. In
particular, we must remember to include the factors of CF and CA explicitly with P
(ab)
fifrfs
and P
(nab)
fifrfs
, i.e., we must set P
(0)
fifrfs
→ CFP (ab)fifrfs or P
(0)
fifrfs
→ CAP (nab)fifrfs to obtain the
correct normalisation.
For gluon splitting into a gluon and a quark pair we have
P
(0)
giqr q¯s
({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) = CFP (ab)giqr q¯s({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) + CAP
(nab)
giqr q¯s
({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) , (B.13)
where
1
s2irs
CFP
(ab)
giqr q¯s
({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) = CFTR
{[
1
sirsis
− 1
s2irs
− 2
sirssir
(
1− 1− ǫ
2
sir + sis
sirs
)]
− 1
1− ǫ
1
sirssirsis
[
2zr,iszs,irsirs + zi,rssrs − zr,issis − zs,irsir
− (1− ǫ)(zi,rssrs − zi,rs(1− zi,rs)sirs)
]
+ (r ↔ s)
}
(B.14)
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and
1
s2irs
CAP
(nab)
giqr q¯s
({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) =
CATR
{
1
sirssrs
(
1
zr,is + zs,ir
− 1− sirzs,ir + siszr,is
srs(zr,is + zs,ir)
+
sirsis
srssirs
+
sirs
srs
zr,iszs,ir
(zr,is + zs,ir)2
+
1
2zi,rs
)
+
1
sirsrs
(
zr,is
2zi,rs
− zr,is
2(zr,is + zs,ir)
)
+
1
sirssis
1− zr,is
2
(
1
zi,rs
+
1
zr,is + zs,ir
)
− 1
2sirsis
− 1− ǫ
2s2irs
− 1
sirssrs
1
1− ǫ
2zr,iszs,ir
zi,rs(zr,is + zs,ir)
− 1
sirssirsrs
[
zr,issis − zr,is(1− zr,is)sirs
− 1
1− ǫ
2z2r,is
zi,rs(zr,is + zs,ir)
(zs,irsir − zs,ir(1− zs,ir)sirs) +
(
2zr,is(zs,ir − zi,rs)
zi,rs(zr,is + zs,ir)
+ 1− ǫ
)
1
2(1− ǫ)(2zr,iszs,irsirs + zi,rssrs − zr,issis − zs,irsir)
]
+
1
sirssirsis
×
[
(2zr,iszs,irsirs + zi,rssrs − zr,issis − zs,irsir) 1
2(1− ǫ) −
1
2
(zi,rssrs
− zi,rs(1− zi,rs)sirs)
]
+ (r ↔ s)
}
.
(B.15)
Note again that the normalisation (in colour space) of the abelian and non-abelian parts
of the splitting function in Eq. (B.13) matches that of Ref. [20], i.e., a factor of CF and CA
is made explicit in the definition of the abelian and non-abelian piece respectively. Hence,
the comments below Eq. (B.12) apply in this case as well.
Finally for splitting into three gluons we have
1
s2irs
P (0)gigrgs({zj,kl, sjk}; ǫ) =
C2A
1
s2irs
{
(1− ǫ)
4s2rs
(
2
siszr,is − sirzs,ir
zr,is + zs,ir
+
zr,is − zs,ir
zr,is + zs,ir
srs
)2
+
3
4
(1− ǫ)
+
2sirszr,iszs,ir
srszi,rs(1− zi,rs) −
sirs
srs
1
zi,rs
[
2(1− zi,rs) + 4z2i,rs
1− zi,rs −
1− 2zi,rs(1− zi,rs)
zr,is(1− zr,is)
]
+
sirs
sirsrs
[
zr,is
sirszi,rs(1− zi,rs)− srszi,rs
zs,ir(1− zs,ir) (1− 2zs,ir)
+ zr,is
sirszs,ir(1− zs,ir)− sirzs,ir
zi,rs(1− zi,rs) (1− 2zi,rs)
− sirs
2
(
4zi,rszs,ir + 2zr,is(1− zr,is)− 1
(1− zi,rs)(1 − zs,ir) −
1− 2zr,is(1− zr,is)
zi,rszs,ir
)
−
(
2zs,ir(1− zs,ir)
zi,rs(1− zi,rs) − 3
)
2sirszi,rszs,ir − sirzs,ir − srszi,rs + siszr,is
2
]
+ (5 permutations)
}
.
(B.16)
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C Integrating the triple collinear counterterm
C.1 Master integrals
The triple collinear momentum mapping leads to the exact factorisation of phase space as
given by Eq. (2.12), where the two-particle factorised phase space can be written as
[dp
(irs)
2;m (pr, ps, p˜irs;Q)] = dα (1− α)2(m−1)(1−ǫ)−1
s
i˜rsQ
2π
dφ3(pi, pr, ps; p(irs))
×Θ(α)Θ(1 − α) ,
(C.1)
with pµ(irs) = (1 − α)p˜µirs + αQµ. When writing Eq. (4.1), we have used the fact that the
spin correlations present at the level of the factorisation formula vanish upon azimuthal
integration via the usual arguments, since kµ⊥,j,k (j, k = i, r and s) as defined in Ref. [22]
is orthogonal to p˜µirs. Therefore, the integrals of the spin-dependent and spin-averaged
splitting functions are equal.
The spin-averaged triple collinear functions P
(0)
fifrfs
depend on six variables: three two-
particle invariants: sir, sis, srs and three momentum fractions: zi,rs, zr,is and zs,ir, and are
given in Appendix B. When counting the number of independent kinematical structures
in Eqs. (B.8)–(B.16), we make two observations. Firstly, of the six variables, only four are
independent, since sir+sis+srs = sirs and zi,rs+zr,is+zs,ir = 1. Secondly, from Eq. (C.1)
it is clear that the factorised phase-space measure [dp
(irs)
2;m (pr, ps, p˜irs;Q)] is fully symmetric
under permutations of the indices {i, r, s}. This permutation symmetry relates integrals of
different terms,∫
2
[dp
(irs)
2;m (pr, ps, p˜irs;Q)]P (pi, pr, ps) =
∫
2
[dp
(irs)
2;m (pr, ps, p˜irs;Q)]P (pσ(i), pσ(r), pσ(s)) ,
(C.2)
where σ ∈ S3, with P an arbitrary function of momenta (a term in the splitting functions).
This further reduces the number of independent structures.
Making use of the constraints among variables and the S3 permutation symmetry, we
find 46 structures to integrate5, that can be grouped into five classes,
P
(j,k,l,m)
1 = t
j
irt
k
ist
l
rsz
m
r,is ,
P
(j,k,l,m)
2 = t
j
irt
k
isz
l
r,isz
m
s,ir ,
P
(j,k,l,m)
3 = t
j
irt
k
isz
l
s,ir(1− zr,is)m ,
P
(j,k,l,m)
4 = t
j
irt
k
rs(1− zr,is)lzms,ir ,
P
(j,k,l,m)
5 = t
j
ist
k
rs(1− zr,is)l(1 + zs,ir)m ,
(C.3)
where we introduced the scaled two-particle invariants tkl = skl/sirs (k, l = i, r, or s).
The exponents take values as given in Tables 1–5. With these five classes, we can give
new forms of the spin-averaged splitting functions that lead to the same integrated triple
5This basic set of integrals is not unique, nor do we claim that they are linearly independent.
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collinear subtraction terms,
1
s2irs
1
(T 2irs)
2
P
(0)
fifrfs
→ afifrfs
5∑
n=1
∑
j,k,l,m
c
(0),j,k,l,m
fifrfs;n
P (j,k,l,m)n , (C.4)
where the constants afifrfs are given in Eq. (4.4), while c
(0),j,k,l,m
fifrfs;i
in Tables 1–5. Thus we
are left with five types of integrals,
I(j,k,l,m)2C ,n (x i˜rs , ǫ;α0, d0) =
(
(4π)2
Sǫ
Q2ǫ
)2 ∫
2
[dp
(irs)
2;m (pr, ps, p˜irs;Q)]
1
s2irs
P (j,k,l,m)n
× f(α0, α, d(m, ǫ)) , (n = 1, . . . , 5) .
(C.5)
C.2 Explicit representations
In order to write the integrals in Eq. (C.5) explicitly, we must choose a specific parametri-
sation of the factorised phase-space measure. To begin, we choose the scaled two-particle
invariants tkl ≡ skl/sirs, (k, l = i, r or s), and vr, vs, defined by
vr =
zr,is − z(−)r
z
(+)
r − z(−)r
, vs =
zs,ir − z(−)s
z
(+)
s − z(−)s
, (C.6)
as integration variables. The momentum fractions take values between
z(+)r = (1− tis)
α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
2α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
, z(−)r = (1− tis)
α
2α + (1− α)x
i˜rs
(C.7)
and similarly for z
(±)
s with r ↔ s. Clearly, vr and vs are simply momentum fractions
rescaled to take values between zero and one. In terms of these variables, we have
zk,il = (1− til)
α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
vk
2α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
, k, l = r, s . (C.8)
Using the variables tkl and vk, the factorised phase-space measure reads
[dp
(irs)
2;m (pr, ps, p˜irs;Q)] =
(
Sǫ
(4π)2
Q−2ǫ
)2 Γ2(1− ǫ)
πΓ(1− 2ǫ) (Q
2)2 x
i˜rs
dα (1− α)2(m−1)(1−ǫ)−1
× y1−2ǫirs dtir dtis dtrs dvr dvs dyirsδ(α(α + (1− α)x i˜rs )− yirs)
× δ(1 − tir − tis − trs)(1 − tir)(1 − tis)[(t(+)rs − trs)(trs − t(−)rs )]−
1
2
−ǫ
×Θ(1− tir)Θ(tir)Θ(1− tis)Θ(tis)Θ(t(+)rs − trs)Θ(trs − t(−)rs )
×Θ(1− vr)Θ(vr)Θ(1− vs)Θ(vs) ,
(C.9)
where
t(±)rs = (1− tir)(1 − tis)τ (±) with τ (±) =
[√
vr(1− vs)±
√
vs(1− vr)
]2
. (C.10)
Eq. (C.9) is not yet in a very useful form for computing the integrals because it contains
constraints in the form of nontrivial Θ functions. In order to isolate the singular behaviour
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we map the region of integration onto the unit hypercube such that physical singularities
are on the borders. Solving the constraints in a particular way, we find a parametrisation
over the unit hypercube where all physical singularities are on the border except zs = 0,
which introduces a line singularity (see below). We find
[dp
(irs)
2;m (pr, ps, p˜irs;Q)] = 2
−4ǫ
(
Sǫ
(4π)2
Q−2ǫ
)2 Γ2(1− ǫ)
πΓ(1− 2ǫ) (Q
2)2 x
i˜rs
dα (1− α)2(m−1)(1−ǫ)−1
× dtis dτrs dvr dws dyirs δ(α(α + (1− α)x i˜rs )− yirs)
× y1−2ǫirs [tis(1− tis)]1−2ǫ [τrs(1− τrs)vr(1− vr)]−ǫ
× [ws(1− ws)]− 12−ǫ (1− τrs + τrstis)−2+2ǫ
×Θ(1− tis)Θ(tis)Θ(1− τrs)Θ(τrs)
×Θ(1− vr)Θ(vr)Θ(1 − ws)Θ(ws) .
(C.11)
In terms of the variables tis, τrs, vr and ws we have
tir =
(1− τrs)(1 − tis)
1− τrs + τrstis , trs =
τrstis(1− tis)
1− τrs + τrstis , (C.12)
and
zr,is = (1− tis)
α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
vr
2α + (1− α)x
i˜rs
,
zs,ir =
tis
1− τrs + τrstis
× α+ (1− α)x i˜rs [τrs(1− vr) + vr(1− τrs)− 2
√
τrs(1− τrs)vr(1− vr)(1− 2ws)]
2α + (1− α)x
i˜rs
.
(C.13)
We see that zs = 0 corresponds to α = 0, ws = 0, 1 and τrs = vr, hence the line singularity.
Since the only integral involving 1/zs is I2C ,4, this is the only place where the line singularity
has to be resolved.
Using the parametrisation of Eq. (C.11) and Eqs. (C.12) and (C.13), we find the fol-
lowing explicit parametric integral representations of the basic integrals.
I(j,k,l,m)2C ,1 (x i˜rs , ǫ;α0, d0) = 2−4ǫ
Γ2(1− ǫ)
πΓ(1− 2ǫ) x i˜rs
∫ α0
0
dα
∫ 1
0
dtis dτrs dvr dws
× α−1−2ǫ (1− α)2d0−3+2ǫ (α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
)−1−2ǫ (2α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
)−m
× tk+l+1−2ǫis (1− tis)j+l+m+1−2ǫ τ l−ǫrs (1− τrs)j−ǫ v−ǫr (1− vr)−ǫ
× w−
1
2
−ǫ
s (1− ws)−
1
2
−ǫ (1− τrs + τrs tis)−j−l−2+2ǫ (α+ (1− α)x i˜rs vr)m ,
(C.14)
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I(j,k,−1,m)2C ,2 (x i˜rs , ǫ;α0, d0) = 2−4ǫ
Γ2(1− ǫ)
πΓ(1− 2ǫ) x i˜rs
∫ α0
0
dα
∫ 1
0
dtis dτrs dvr dws
× α−1−2ǫ (1− α)2d0−3+2ǫ (α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
)−1−2ǫ (2α + (1− α)x
i˜rs
)1−m
× tk+m+1−2ǫis (1− tis)j−2ǫ τ−ǫrs (1− τrs)j−ǫ v−ǫr (1− vr)−ǫ
× w−
1
2
−ǫ
s (1− ws)− 12−ǫ (1− τrs + τrs tis)−j−m−2+2ǫ (α+ (1− α)x i˜rs vr)−1
×
{
α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
[(1− τrs)vr + τrs(1− vr)− 2
√
τrs(1− τrs)vr(1− vr)(1− 2ws)]
}m
,
(C.15)
I(j,k,l,m)2C ,3 (x i˜rs , ǫ;α0, d0) = 2−4ǫ
Γ2(1− ǫ)
πΓ(1− 2ǫ) x i˜rs
∫ α0
0
dα
∫ 1
0
dtis dτrs dvr dws
× α−1−2ǫ (1− α)2d0−3+2ǫ (α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
)−1−2ǫ (2α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
)−m−l
× tk+l+1−2ǫis (1− tis)j+1−2ǫ τ−ǫrs (1− τrs)j−ǫ v−ǫr (1− vr)−ǫ
× w−
1
2
−ǫ
s (1− ws)− 12−ǫ (1− τrs + τrstis)−j−l−2+2ǫ
× [(1 + tis)α+ (1− α)x i˜rs (1− (1− tis)vr)]m
×
{
α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
[(1− τrs)vr + τrs(1− vr)− 2
√
τrs(1− τrs)vr(1− vr)(1− 2ws)]
}l
,
(C.16)
I(j,k,−1,−1)2C ,4 (x i˜rs , ǫ;α0, d0) = 2−4ǫ
Γ2(1− ǫ)
πΓ(1− 2ǫ) x i˜rs
∫ α0
0
dα
∫ 1
0
dtis dτrs dvr dws
× α−1−2ǫ (1− α)2d0−3+2ǫ (α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
)−1−2ǫ (2α + (1− α)x
i˜rs
)2
× tk−2ǫis (1− tis)j+k+1−2ǫ τk−ǫrs (1− τrs)j−ǫ v−ǫr (1− vr)−ǫ
× w−
1
2
−ǫ
s (1− ws)− 12−ǫ (1− τrs + τrstis)−j−k−1+2ǫ
× [(1 + tis)α+ (1− α)x i˜rs (1− (1− tis)vr)]−1
×
{
α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
[(1− τrs)vr + τrs(1− vr)− 2
√
τrs(1− τrs)vr(1− vr)(1− 2ws)]
}−1
(C.17)
and
I(−1,−1,−1,−1)2C ,5 (x i˜rs , ǫ;α0, d0) = 21−4ǫ
Γ2(1− ǫ)
πΓ(1− 2ǫ) x i˜rs
∫ α0
0
dα
∫ 1
0
dtis dτrs dvr dws
× α−1−2ǫ (1− α)2d0−3+2ǫ (α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
)−1−2ǫ (2α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
)
× t−1−2ǫis (1− tis)−2ǫ τ−1−ǫrs (1− τrs)−ǫ v−ǫr (1− vr)−ǫ w
− 1
2
−ǫ
s (1− ws)−
1
2
−ǫ
× (1− τrs + τrstis)−1+2ǫ [(1 + tis)α+ (1− α)x i˜rs (1− (1− tis)vr)]−1
×
{
1 +
tis
1− τrs + τrstis
×α+ (1− α)x i˜rs [(1− τrs)vr + τrs(1− vr)− 2
√
τrs(1− τrs)vr(1− vr)(1− 2ws)]
2α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
}−1
.
(C.18)
The expressions for I2C ,n, n = 1, 2 and 3 in Eqs. (C.14)–(C.16) are suitable for evalu-
ation with general purpose sector decomposition codes as they stand. In I2C ,5, Eq. (C.18),
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the terms in the braces require some care. Although this factor is just 1/(1 + zs), which is
finite and hence in principle it can be simply carried through sector decomposition as it is,
nevertheless depending on the precise internal implementation, it may lead to undefined
arithmetic expressions in the (symbolic) computation. We find that no such trouble arises
either with our private implementation or with SecDec, if we gather the two terms in the
braces over a common denominator.
I2C ,4 requires special attention, as could be anticipated by the presence of the factor
1/zs. There are two problems: firstly, the presence of the square roots in the vanishing
denominator in the braces on the last line of Eq. (C.17) interferes with the treatment of
overlapping singularities. (This could be solved by simply making the expression square-
free.) Secondly, as we have indicated, there is a line singularity inside the integration region
at τrs = vr. We address both issues by deriving an alternative representation for I2C ,4,
which is free of both square roots and line singularities. The price to pay is that the new
representation is quite cumbersome,
I(j,k,−1,−1)2C ,4 (x i˜rs , ǫ;α0, d0) = −2ǫ
Γ2(1− ǫ)
Γ(1− 2ǫ)x i˜rs
∫ α0
0
dα
∫ 1
0
dtis dτrs ds duα
−1−2ǫ
× (1− α)2d0−3+2ǫ(α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
)−1−2ǫ(2α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
)4−2ǫtk−2ǫis
× (1− tis)j+k+1−2ǫτk−ǫrs (1− τrs)j−ǫs−2ǫu−2ǫ(1− τrs + τrstis)−j−k−1+2ǫ
×
[
2(1 + tis)α(α + (1− α)x i˜rs )(1 + u)
+ (1− α)2(1− τrs + τrsu)x2i˜rs + tis(1− α)
2(τrs + u− τrsu)x2i˜rs
]1−2ǫ
×
{[
(1 + tis)
2α(α + (1− α)x
i˜rs
) + tis(1− α)2x2i˜rs
]
(2α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
)4(1− s)2u2
+
[
α(α + (1− α)x
i˜rs
)s(1− u)2 + (2α + (1− α)x
i˜rs
)2u
]
× s
[
2(1 + tis)α(α + (1− α)x i˜rs )(1 + u)
+ (1− α)2(1− τrs + τrsu)x2i˜rs + tis(1− α)
2(τrs + u− τrsu)x2i˜rs
]2}−1+ǫ
.
(C.19)
The derivation of this alternate form relies on rewriting the integration over vr and ws,
Ivr ,ws =
∫ 1
0
dvr dws v
−ǫ
r (1− vr)−ǫw
− 1
2
−ǫ
s (1− ws)−
1
2
−ǫ
× [α(1 + tis) + (1− α)(1 − (1− tis)vr)x i˜rs ]−1
×
{
α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
[(1− τrs)vr + τrs(1− vr)
− 2
√
τrs(1− τrs)vr(1− vr)(1− 2ws)]
}−1
,
(C.20)
as an angular integral,
Ivr ,ws = 2
1+4ǫ(1 + tis)
−1(2α + (1− α)x
i˜rs
)−2
1
Ωd−3
∫
dΩd−1(q)
1
(p1 · q)(p2 · q) , (C.21)
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where in a suitable frame,
pµ1 =
(
1, . . . ,− (1− tis)(1− α)x i˜rs
(1 + tis)(2α + (1− α)x i˜rs )
)
, (C.22)
pµ2 =
(
1, . . . ,
(1− α)x
i˜rs
2α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
sinχ,
(1− α)x
i˜rs
2α+ (1− α)x
i˜rs
cosχ
)
(C.23)
(the . . . denotes vanishing components) and
qµ = (1, ..‘angles’.., sinϑ sinϕ, sin ϑ cosϕ, cos ϑ) . (C.24)
(Here ..‘angles’.. represents those angular variables that are trivial to integrate, since the
integrand does not depend on them.) Clearly both p1 and p2 are massive and time-like, p
2
1,
p22 > 0, and p1 · p2 > 0. The angular integral can be written in terms of a Mellin–Barnes
representation according to Eq. (60) of Ref. [56]. Finally, we can perform the Mellin–Barnes
integrations at the expense of reintroducing two real integrations over the unit interval.
We obtain a new two-dimensional real integral representation,
Ivr ,ws = −21+4ǫπǫ(2α+ (1− α)x i˜rs )2−2ǫ
×
∫ 1
0
ds du s−2ǫu−2ǫ
[
2(1 + tis)α(α + (1− α)x i˜rs )(1 + u)
+ (1− α)2(1− τrs + τrsu)x2i˜rs + tis(1− α)
2(τrs + u− τrsu)x2i˜rs
]1−2ǫ
×
{[
(1 + tis)
2α(α + (1− α)x
i˜rs
) + tis(1− α)2x2i˜rs
]
(2α + (1− α)x
i˜rs
)4(1− s)2u2
+
[
α(α + (1− α)x
i˜rs
)s(1− u)2 + (2α + (1− α)x
i˜rs
)2u
]
× s
[
2(1 + tis)α(α + (1− α)x i˜rs )(1 + u)
+ (1− α)2(1− τrs + τrsu)x2i˜rs + tis(1− α)
2(τrs + u− τrsu)x2i˜rs
]2}−1+ǫ
,
(C.25)
free of square roots and singularities inside the integration region.
D Integrating the double collinear counterterm
D.1 Master integrals
The double collinear momentum mapping leads to the exact factorisation of phase space
as given by Eq. (2.13), where the two-particle factorised phase space can be written as,
[dp
(ir;js)
2;m (pr, ps, p˜ir, p˜js;Q)] = dα dβ (1− α− β)2(m−1)(1−ǫ)Θ(α)Θ(β)Θ(1 − α− β)
×
s
i˜r Q
2π
dφ2(pi, pr; p(ir))
s
j˜sQ
2π
dφ2(pj, ps; p(js)) ,
(D.1)
where pµ(ir) = (1− α− β)p˜µir + αQµ and pµ(js) = (1− α− β)p˜µjs + βQµ.
When writing Eq. (4.5), we have used that spin correlations generally present at the
level of factorisation formulae cancel after azimuthal integration, since kµ⊥,i,r and k
µ
⊥,j,s as
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defined in Ref. [22] are orthogonal to p˜µir and p˜
µ
js respecitvely. Examining the actual form
of the spin-averaged Altarelli–Parisi functions, and using the symmetry of the phase-space
measure under the momentum exchanges pi ↔ pr, or pj ↔ ps, and under exchange of the
pairs (pi, pr)↔ (pj, ps), we see that we must compute the following integrals,
I(k,l)2C ,6(x i˜r , x j˜s ; ǫ, α0, d0) =
(
(4π)2
Sǫ
Q2ǫ
)2 ∫
2
[dp
(ir;js)
2;m (pr, ps, p˜ir, p˜js;Q)]
1
sir
1
sjs
× zkr,izls,jf(α0, α+ β, d(m, ǫ)) ,
(D.2)
where k, l = −1, 0, 1 and 2. By symmetry, we need only consider the cases when e.g., k ≤ l.
D.2 Explicit representation
To write the integral in Eq. (D.2) explicitly, we must choose a specific representation of the
factorised phase-space measure. We choose the scaled two-particle invariants yir and yjs
and rescaled momentum fractions vr,i and vs,j,
vr,i =
zr,i − z(−)r
z
(+)
r − z(−)r
, vs,j =
zs,j − z(−)s
z
(+)
s − z(−)s
, (D.3)
as integration variables. Here
z(+)r =
α+ (1− α− β)x
i˜r
2α+ (1− α− β)x
i˜r
, z(−)r =
α
2α+ (1− α− β)x
i˜r
, (D.4)
with similar expressions for z
(+)
s and z
(−)
s with α → β and ir → js. In terms of α, β, vr,i
and vs,j we have
yir = α(α + (1− α− β)x i˜r ) , yjs = β(α+ (1− α− β)x j˜s ) , (D.5)
zr,i =
α+ (1− α− β)x
i˜r
vr,i
2α+ (1− α− β)x
i˜r
, zs,j =
β + (1− α− β)x
j˜s
vs,j
2β + (1− α− β)x
j˜s
, (D.6)
and for the factorised phase-space measure we obtain
[dp
(ir;js)
2;m (pr, ps, p˜ir, p˜js;Q)] =
(
Sǫ
(4π)2
Q−2ǫ
)2
(Q2)2 x
i˜r Q
x
j˜sQ
× dαdβ (1− α− β)2(m−1)(1−ǫ)Θ(α)Θ(β)Θ(1 − α− β)
× dyir dvr,i[yirvr,i(1− vr,i)]−ǫδ
(
α(α+ (1− α− β)x
i˜r
)− yir
)
× dyjs dvs,j[yjsvs,j(1− vs,j)]−ǫδ
(
β(β + (1− α− β)x
j˜s
)− yjs
)
×Θ(vr,i)Θ(1− vr,i)Θ(vs,j)Θ(1− vs,j) .
(D.7)
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Using the parametrisation of Eq. (D.7) and the expressions in Eqs. (D.5) and (D.6), we
find the following parametric integral representation for the master integral,
I(k,l)2C ,6(x i˜r , x j˜s ; ǫ, α0, d0) = x i˜r x j˜s
∫ 1
0
dαdβΘ(α0 − α− β)
∫ 1
0
dv du
× α−1−ǫ β−1−ǫ (1− α− β)2d0−2(1−ǫ) v−ǫ (1− v)−ǫ u−ǫ (1− u)−ǫ
× [α+ (1− α− β)x
i˜r
]−1−ǫ [β + (1− α− β)x
j˜s
]−1−ǫ
×
(
α+ (1− α− β)x
i˜r
v
2α + (1− α− β)x
i˜r
)k(β + (1− α− β)x
j˜s
u
2β + (1− α− β)x
j˜s
)l
.
(D.8)
Eq. (D.8) is directly suitable for treatment with general purpose sector decomposition codes.
E Integrating the soft collinear counterterms
E.1 Master integrals
The consecutive collinear and soft mappings lead to the exact factorisation of phase space
as given by Eq. (2.14), where the one-particle factorised phase spaces can be written in the
following form. For the collinear mapping we have
[dp
(ir)
1;m+1(pr, pˆir;Q)] = dα(1− α)2m(1−ǫ)−1
s
i˜r Q
2π
dφ2(pi, pr; p(ir))Θ(α)Θ(1 − α) , (E.1)
where pµ(ir) = (1− α)pˆµir + αQµ. For the soft mapping we find
[dp
(sˆ)
1;m(pˆs,K;Q)] = dy(1− y)(m−1)(1−ǫ)
Q2
2π
dφ2(pˆs,K;Q)Θ(y)Θ(1 − y) , (E.2)
where y ≡ ysˆQ and the momentum K is massive with K2 = (1 − y)Q2. As the notation
above indicates, α and y are integration variables.
To integrate Eqs. (4.8)–(4.13) over the factorised phase spaces of Eqs. (E.1) and (E.2),
we can pass to the azimuthally averaged Altarelli–Parisi splitting functions, since the az-
imuthal correlations generally present in Eqs. (4.8)–(4.13) vanish after integration by the
usual argument (the transverse momentum k˜µ⊥,i,r in the splitting kernels is defined to be
orthogonal to the parent momentum p˜µir). The Altarelli–Parisi functions can be expressed
as linear combinations of powers of momentum fractions, so we need to compute integrals
of the form,(
(4π)2
Sǫ
Q2ǫ
)2 ∫
2
[dp
(ir)
1;m+1(pr, pˆir;Q)] [dp
(sˆ)
1;m(pˆs;Q)]
{
1
2
Sjk(s) , 2
s(ir)s
1− zs,ir
zs,ir
,
2
sjs
zj,s
zs,j
}
× 1
sir
zlr,i f(α0, α, d(m, ǫ))f(y0, y, d(m, ǫ)) .
(E.3)
We perform the integration over [dp
(ir)
1;m+1] first, so we need to write the integrands in
terms of pˆµs and tilded momenta. The singly collinear mapping of the momenta rescales
the invariants which do not involve the collinear pair,
yjk = (1− α)2yjˆkˆ and yjQ = (1− α)yjˆQ , (E.4)
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while those which involve the collinear momenta become
y(ir)k = (1− α)[(1 − α)y îr kˆ + α ykˆQ] and y(ir)Q = (1− α)y îr Q + 2α . (E.5)
The successive singly soft mapping of the momenta rescales those two-particle invariants
that do not involve the soft parton,
y
jˆkˆ
= (1− y)yj˜k˜ , (E.6)
while those involving the soft parton s become yjˆsˆ = yj˜sˆ. Finally, we have
yjˆQ = (1− y)yj˜Q + yj˜sˆ , (E.7)
for j 6= s, while ysˆQ = y is simply an integration variable. Therefore, the integrands are
expressed as follows. For the eikonal factor, we find
Sjk(s) = 1− y
(1− α)2 S j˜ k˜ (sˆ) , (E.8)
if j and k are distinct from (ir), while
1
2
S(ir)k(s) =
1− y
(1− α)2
(1− α)s
i˜r k˜
+ αs
k˜Q
[(1− α)s
i˜r sˆ
+ αssˆQ]sk˜sˆ
+
α
(1− α)2
s
k˜sˆ
[(1 − α)s
i˜r sˆ
+ αssˆQ]sk˜sˆ
, (E.9)
if e.g., j coincides with (ir). Finally, we have
2
s(ir)s
1− zs,ir
zs,ir
=
2
s(ir)s
s(ir)Q
ssQ
=
2
(1− α)2
2α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)s
i˜r Q
+ s
i˜r sˆ
]
[(1 − α)s
i˜r sˆ
+ αssˆQ]ssˆQ
, (E.10)
and
2
sjs
zj,s
zs,j
=
2
sjs
sjQ
ssQ
=
2
(1− α)2sj˜sˆ
(1− y)sj˜Q + sj˜sˆ
ssˆQ
. (E.11)
Hence, we define five soft collinear master integrals,
I(l)2CS ,1(x i˜r , Y i˜r j˜ ,Q, Y i˜r k˜ ,Q, Y j˜ k˜ ,Q; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0) =
=
(
(4π)2
Sǫ
Q2ǫ
)2 ∫
2
[dp
(ir)
1;m+1(pr, pˆir;Q)] [dp
(sˆ)
1;m(pˆs;Q)]
× 1
2
1− y
(1− α)2 S j˜ k˜ (sˆ)
1
sir
zlr,i
× f(α0, α, d(m, ǫ))f(y0, y, d(m, ǫ)) ,
(E.12)
I(l)2CS ,2(x i˜r , Y i˜r k˜ ,Q; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0) =
=
(
(4π)2
Sǫ
Q2ǫ
)2 ∫
2
[dp
(ir)
1;m+1(pr, pˆir;Q)] [dp
(sˆ)
1;m(pˆs;Q)]
× 1− y
(1− α)2
(1− α)s
i˜r k˜
+ αs
k˜Q
[(1− α)s
i˜r sˆ
+ αssˆQ]sk˜sˆ
1
sir
zlr,i
× f(α0, α, d(m, ǫ))f(y0, y, d(m, ǫ)) ,
(E.13)
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I(l)2CS ,3(x i˜r ; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0) =
=
(
(4π)2
Sǫ
Q2ǫ
)2 ∫
2
[dp
(ir)
1;m+1(pr, pˆir;Q)] [dp
(sˆ)
1;m(pˆs;Q)]
× α
(1− α)2
s
k˜sˆ
[(1− α)s
i˜r sˆ
+ αssˆQ]sk˜sˆ
1
sir
zlr,i
× f(α0, α, d(m, ǫ))f(y0, y, d(m, ǫ)) ,
(E.14)
I(l)2CS ,4(x i˜r ; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0) =
=
(
(4π)2
Sǫ
Q2ǫ
)2 ∫
2
[dp
(ir)
1;m+1(pr, pˆir;Q)] [dp
(sˆ)
1;m(pˆs;Q)]
× 2
(1− α)2
2α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)s
i˜r Q
+ s
i˜r sˆ
]
[(1− α)s
i˜r sˆ
+ αssˆQ]ssˆQ
1
sir
zlr,i
× f(α0, α, d(m, ǫ))f(y0, y, d(m, ǫ))
(E.15)
and
I(l)2CS ,5(x i˜r , Y i˜r j˜ ,Q; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0) =
=
(
(4π)2
Sǫ
Q2ǫ
)2 ∫
2
[dp
(ir)
1;m+1(pr, pˆir;Q)] [dp
(sˆ)
1;m(pˆs;Q)]
× 2
(1− α)2sj˜sˆ
(1− y)sj˜Q + sj˜sˆ
ssˆQ
1
sir
zlr,i
× f(α0, α, d(m, ǫ))f(y0, y, d(m, ǫ)) .
(E.16)
We need to compute these integrals for l = −1, 0, 1, 2.
E.2 Explicit representations
Eqs. (E.12)–(E.16) are very similar to the iterated collinear – soft collinear integrals we
computed in Ref. [31], and we employ the techniques of Ref. [31] for computing the integrals
I(l)2CS ,n. We begin by recalling the specific representation of the factorised phase-space
measures in Eqs. (E.1) and (E.2). For the singly collinear measure in Eq. (E.1), we choose
the scaled two-particle invariant yir and the rescaled momentum fraction vr,i,
vr,i =
zr,i − z(−)r
z
(+)
r − z(−)r
, (E.17)
as integration variables. Here
z(+)r =
α+ (1− α)x
îr
2α+ (1− α)x
îr
, z(−)r =
α
2α+ (1− α)x
îr
. (E.18)
In terms of α and vr,i, we have
yir = α(α + (1− α)x îr ) , and zr,i =
α+ (1− α)x
îr
vr,i
2α+ (1− α)x
îr
, (E.19)
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while the phase-space measure [dp
(ir)
1;m+1(pr, pˆir;Q)] reads
[dp
(ir)
1;m+1(pr, pˆir;Q)] =
Sǫ
(4π)2
(Q2)1−ǫx
îr
dαdyir dvr,i (1− α)2m(1−ǫ)−1[yirvr,i(1− vr,i)]−ǫ
× δ
(
α(α + (1− α)x
îr
)− yir
)
Θ(α)Θ(1 − α)Θ(vr,i)Θ(1− vr,i) .
(E.20)
Turning to [dp
(sˆ)
1;m(pˆs,K;Q)] in Eq. (E.2), we use the (scaled) energy and the angular vari-
ables of pˆµs in some specific Lorentz frame to write the two-particle phase space dφ2(pˆs,K;Q)
explicitly. In particular, we work in the rest frame of Qµ, where Qµ =
√
s(1, . . .) and pˆµs is
parametrised as,
pˆµs = Eˆs(1, ..‘angles’.., sinϑ sinϕ sin η, sin ϑ sinϕ cos η, sin ϑ cosϕ, cos ϑ) . (E.21)
The specific orientation of this frame is chosen below according to what is most convenient
for computing each integral. However, independent of orientation, in terms of the scaled
energy-like variable,
εsˆ =
2pˆs ·Q
Q2
=
2Eˆs√
s
, (E.22)
and the angular variables ϑ, ϕ and η, the two-particle phase space dφ2(pˆs,K;Q) reads
dφ2(pˆs,K;Q) =
(Q2)−ǫ
(4π)2
Sǫ(−22ǫǫ)dεsˆ ε1−2ǫsˆ δ(y − εsˆ)
× d(cos ϑ) d(cosϕ) d(cos η) (sin ϑ)−2ǫ (sinϕ)−1−2ǫ (sin η)−2−2ǫ .
(E.23)
We are now ready to display the master integrals.
Integrated soft collinear counterterm for i, j, k distinct. This case leads to the
integral I2CS ,1. We choose the orientation of the frame such that the momenta appearing
in the integrand take the following forms,
p˜µj = E˜j(1, . . . , 1) , p˜
µ
k = E˜k(1, . . . , sinχk, cosχk) ,
p˜µir = E˜ir(1, . . . , sin φir sinχir, cosφir sinχir, cosχir) .
(E.24)
Then, expressing the various invariants in terms of the integration variables in the chosen
frame of Eq. (E.24), we find
yj˜sˆ =
1
2
yj˜Qy(1− cos ϑ) , (E.25)
y
k˜sˆ
=
1
2
y
k˜Q
y(1− sinχk sinϑ cosϕ− cosχk cos ϑ) , (E.26)
y
i˜r sˆ
=
1
2
x
i˜r
y(1− sinφir sinχir sinϑ sinϕ cos η − cosφir sinχir sinϑ cosϕ− cosχir cos ϑ) ,
(E.27)
where
cosχk = cosχ(Y j˜ k˜ ,Q) , cosχir = cosχ(Y j˜ i˜r ,Q)
cosφir =
Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
+ Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
− Y
k˜ i˜r ,Q
− 2Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
sinχ(Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
) sinχ(Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
)
,
(E.28)
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with
cosχ(Y ) = 1− 2Y , sinχ(Y ) = 2
√
Y (1− Y ) . (E.29)
The factor y
k˜sˆ
in the denominator of the eikonal factor vanishes at cosϕ = 1 and
cos ϑ = cosχk. Hence, the integrand has a line singularity that we remove by performing
partial fractioning as in Refs. [31, 57],
s
j˜k˜
sj˜sˆsk˜sˆ
=
1
Q2
4Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
(
yj˜Q
2yj˜sˆ
+
y
k˜Q
2yk˜sˆ
)(
2yj˜sˆ
yj˜Q
+
2y
k˜sˆ
yk˜Q
)−1
. (E.30)
Then we find
I(l)2CS ,1(x i˜r , Y i˜r j˜ ,Q, Y i˜r k˜ ,Q, Y j˜ k˜ ,Q; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0) = −
(−22ǫǫ
2π
)
4Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
×
∫ y0
0
dy y1−2ǫ (1− y)d′0−1+ǫ
×
∫ 1
−1
d(cosϑ) d(cosϕ) d(cos η) (sinϑ)−2ǫ (sinϕ)−1−2ǫ (sin η)−2−2ǫ
×
∫ α0
0
dαα−1−ǫ(1− α)2d0−3{α + (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]}−1−ǫ
×
∫ 1
0
dv v−ǫ(1− v)−ǫ
(
α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]v
2α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]
)l
× [(1− y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]
(
yj˜Q
2yj˜sˆ
+
yk˜Q
2y
k˜sˆ
)(
2yj˜sˆ
yj˜Q
+
2y
k˜sˆ
y
k˜Q
)−1
,
(E.31)
where yj˜sˆ, yk˜sˆ and y i˜r sˆ are understood to be functions of the integration variables as given
in Eqs. (E.25)–(E.27). We also used y
i˜r Q
= x
i˜r
, and performed the integration over εsˆ with
the δ-function in Eq. (E.23). The choice of frame in Eq. (E.24) is convenient for integrating
the first term in the partial fraction, while the second term is more straightforward to
integrate in a frame where k and j are exchanged. Upon performing this exchange, we
find that the functional form of the master integral is unchanged, and we must simply
interchange Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
with Y
k˜ i˜r ,Q
to obtain one term from the other.
The integral I(l)2CS ,1 as given in its most general form in Eq. (E.31) first appears in
electron-positron annihilation into four or more jets at NNLO. For a three-jet computation,
the η integral is trivial, since momentum conservation forces the three final state momenta
to be coplanar, and hence we find φir = 0 or π in Eq. (E.24). We display the resulting
simplifications. Choosing φir = π, Eq. (E.24) becomes
p˜µj = E˜j(1, . . . , 1) , p˜
µ
k = E˜k(1, . . . , sinχk, cos χk) ,
p˜µir = E˜ir(1, . . . ,− sinχir, cosχir) ,
(E.32)
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which leads to
yj˜sˆ =
1
2
yj˜Qy(1− cos ϑ) , (E.33)
y
k˜sˆ
=
1
2
y
k˜Q
y(1− sinχk sinϑ cosϕ− cosχk cos ϑ) , (E.34)
y
i˜r sˆ
=
1
2
x
i˜r
y(1 + sinχir sinϑ cosϕ− cosχir cos ϑ) , (E.35)
with cosχk = cosχ(Y j˜ k˜ ,Q) and cosχir = cosχ(Y j˜ i˜r ,Q) as in Eq. (E.28). Then the inte-
gration over η can be performed using∫ 1
−1
d(cos η) (sin η)−2−2ǫ = −2
−2ǫ
ǫ
Γ2(1− ǫ)
Γ(1− 2ǫ) . (E.36)
Due to momentum conservation, only two out of the five kinematic variables in Eqs. (E.33)–
(E.35) are independent. E.g., in terms of Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
and Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
, we have
yj˜Q ≡ xj˜ =
(2Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
− 1)
√
Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
(1− Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
) + (2Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
− 1)
√
Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
(1− Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
)
Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
√
Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
(1− Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
) + Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
√
Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
(1− Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
)
,
(E.37)
y
k˜Q
≡ x
k˜
=
√
Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
(1− Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
)
Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
√
Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
(1− Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
) + Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
√
Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
(1− Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
)
, (E.38)
x
i˜r
=
√
Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
(1− Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
)
Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
√
Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
(1− Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
) + Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
√
Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
(1− Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
)
. (E.39)
Note that Y
k˜ i˜r ,Q
is also easily expressed with Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
and Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
,
Y
k˜ i˜r ,Q
= Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
+ Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
− 2Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
+ 2
√
Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
(1− Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
)Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
(1− Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
) .
(E.40)
The physical region in Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
and Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
is simply given by 0 < Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
, Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
< 1 and
Y
j˜ k˜ ,Q
+ Y
j˜ i˜r ,Q
> 1.
In the case of two-jet production, this integral does not appear at all because we do
not have three independent hard final state momenta.
Integrated soft collinear counterterm for j = (ir). This case leads to the integrals
I(l)2CS ,2 and I(l)2CS ,3. For I(l)2CS ,2 the integrand again has a line singularity, which we can remove
via partial fractioning. Using
(1− α)s
i˜r k˜
+ αs
k˜Q
[(1− α)s
i˜r sˆ
+ αssˆQ]sk˜sˆ
=
1
Q2
4
α+ (1− α)x
i˜r
Y
i˜r k˜ ,Q
y2
×
 1
2α + (1− α)x
i˜r
2y
i˜r sˆ
yx
i˜r
+
yyk˜Q
2y
k˜sˆ
(2α+ (1− α)x
i˜r
2y
i˜r sˆ
yx
i˜r
+
2y
k˜sˆ
yy
k˜Q
)−1
,
(E.41)
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we find the following parametric integral representation,
I(l)2CS ,2(x i˜r , Y i˜r k˜ ,Q; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0) = −
Γ2(1− ǫ)
2πΓ(1− 2ǫ)4
∫ y0
0
dy y−1−2ǫ(1− y)d′0−1+ǫ
×
∫ 1
−1
d(cos ϑ) d(cosϕ) (sinϑ)−2ǫ (sinϕ)−1−2ǫ [(1− y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]
×
∫ α0
0
dαα−1−ǫ(1− α)2d0−3{α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]}−1−ǫ
×
∫ 1
0
dv v−ǫ(1− v)−ǫ[α+ (1− α)x
i˜r
Y
i˜r k˜ ,Q
]
 1
2α+ (1− α)x
i˜r
2y
i˜r sˆ
yx
i˜r
+
yyk˜Q
2y
k˜sˆ

×
(
2α+ (1− α)x
i˜r
2y
i˜r sˆ
yx
i˜r
+
2y
k˜sˆ
yy
k˜Q
)−1(
α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]v
2α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]
)l
.
(E.42)
The two terms in the partial fraction are evaluated most conveniently in two different
frames. In the first one
p˜µir = E˜ir(1, . . . , 1) , p˜
µ
k = E˜k(1, . . . , sinχk, cosχk) , (E.43)
and hence
y
i˜r sˆ
=
1
2
x
i˜r
y(1− cos ϑ) , (E.44)
yk˜sˆ =
1
2
yk˜Qy(1− sinχk sinϑ cosϕ− cosχk cos ϑ) , (E.45)
with cosχk = cosχ(Y i˜r k˜ ,Q). In this frame, the y i˜r sˆ = 0 singularity is at the border of
integration. Instead, in the second frame, the y
k˜ sˆ
= 0 singularity is at the border,
p˜µk = E˜k(1, . . . , 1) , p˜
µ
ir = E˜ir(1, . . . , sinχir, cosχir) , (E.46)
(note that clearly cosχir = cosχk) and hence
yk˜sˆ =
1
2
yk˜Qy(1− cos ϑ) , (E.47)
y
i˜r sˆ
=
1
2
x
i˜r
y(1− sinχir sinϑ cosϕ− cosχir cos ϑ) , (E.48)
with cosχir = cosχ(Y i˜r k˜ ,Q).
As for I(l)2CS ,3, it is most conveniently evaluated in the frame defined by Eq. (E.43),
where we can integrate over ϕ using
Γ2(1− ǫ)
2πΓ(1− 2ǫ)
∫ 1
−1
d(cosϕ) (sinϕ)−1−2ǫ = 2−1−2ǫ . (E.49)
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Then we obtain the following explicit integral representation,
I(l)2CS ,3(x i˜r ; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0; l) = −22ǫ
∫ y0
0
dy y−2ǫ(1− y)d′0−2+ǫ
∫ 1
−1
d(cosϑ) (sinϑ)−2ǫ
× [(1− y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]
∫ α0
0
dαα−ǫ(1− α)2d0−3{α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]}−1−ǫ
×
∫ 1
0
dv v−ǫ(1− v)−ǫ 1
2α+ (1− α)x
i˜r
2y
i˜r sˆ
yx
i˜r
(
α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]v
2α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]
)l
.
(E.50)
Integrated triple collinear – soft collinear counterterm. For the integral I(l)2CS ,4 we
use the frame where
p˜µir = E˜ir(1, . . . , 1) , (E.51)
and hence
y
i˜r sˆ
=
1
2
x
i˜r
y(1− cos ϑ) . (E.52)
Then we obtain the following explicit representation,
I(l)2CS ,4(x i˜r ; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0) = 21+2ǫ
∫ y0
0
dy y−1−2ǫ(1− y)d′0−2+ǫ
×
∫ 1
−1
d(cosϑ) (sinϑ)−2ǫ [(1− y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]
×
∫ α0
0
dαα−1−ǫ(1− α)2d0−3{α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]}−1−ǫ
×
∫ 1
0
dv v−ǫ(1− v)−ǫ 2α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)x i˜r + y i˜r sˆ]
2α+ (1− α)x
i˜r
2y
i˜r sˆ
yx
i˜r
×
(
α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]v
2α + (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]
)l
.
(E.53)
Integrated double collinear – soft collinear counterterm. Finally the integral
I(l)2CS ,5 is most conveniently evaluated in the frame where
p˜µj = E˜j(1, . . . , 1) , p˜
µ
ir = E˜ir(1, . . . , sinχir, cosχir) , (E.54)
and hence
y
j˜ sˆ
=
1
2
yj˜Qy(1− cos ϑ) , (E.55)
y
i˜r sˆ
=
1
2
x
i˜r
y(1− sinχir sinϑ cosϕ− cosχir cos ϑ) , (E.56)
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with cosχir = cosχ(Y i˜r j˜ ,Q). The explicit expression for the master integral reads
I(l)2CS ,5(x i˜r , Y i˜r j˜ ,Q; ǫ, α0, y0, d0, d′0) =
Γ2(1− ǫ)
2πΓ(1 − 2ǫ)4
∫ y0
0
dy y−1−2ǫ(1− y)d′0−2+ǫ
×
∫ 1
−1
d(cos ϑ) d(cosϕ) (sinϑ)−2ǫ (sinϕ)−1−2ǫ [(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]
×
∫ α0
0
dαα−1−ǫ(1− α)2d0−3{α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]}−1−ǫ
×
∫ 1
0
dv v−ǫ(1− v)−ǫ yyj˜Q
2yj˜sˆ
(
1− y + yj˜sˆ
yj˜Q
)(
α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]v
2α+ (1− α)[(1 − y)x
i˜r
+ y
i˜r sˆ
]
)l
.
(E.57)
The parametric forms for the integrals I(l)2CS ,n presented in this section are directly
suitable for evaluation using sector decomposition, after introducing the new variables
z1 =
1− cosϑ
2
and z2 =
1− cosϕ
2
. (E.58)
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